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ABSTRACT

By

Chester E. Canada and Jerry Ward
DOD Explosive Safety Board

UPGRADE

of

"Structures to Resist the Effects of Accidental Explosions"
(Army TM 5-1300/NAVFAC P-397/AFM 88-22)

For the first 60 years of the 20th Century, criteria and methods
based on the results of catastrophic events were used for the
design of explosive facilities. The criteria and methods did not
include a detailed or reliable quantitative basis for assessing
the degree of protection afforded by the protective facility. In
.the late 1960's quantitative procedures were set forth in the
first edition of the present manual, "Structures to Resist the
Effects of Accidental Explosions". The manual was based on
extensive research and development programs which permitted a
more reliable approach to current and future design requirements.
Since the original publication of this manual, more extensive
testing and development programs have taken place. This
additional research was directed primarily towards materials
other than reinforced concrete which was the principal
construction material referenced in the initial version of the

An upgrade to the manual, describing new design
t :2.i~es hai become essential. Design methods in the proposed
upgrade provide required structural protection.

This paper reviews differences and additions between the earlier
version and the proposed upgrade. The planned schedule for
technical review, Tri-Service coordination, and publication is
presented.
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Enhancements of the Prediction of Ground Shock
From Penetrating Weapons

James L. Drake, Elizabeth B. Smith and Scott E. Blouin

Applied Research Associates. Inc.
South Royalton, Vermont

ABSTRACT crushable air voids and attenuate the shock more

rapidly than hard rocks that contain few or no
This paper presents a procedure that predicts voids. Alluvial materials and soil have high

peak particle accelerations, velocities, displace- crushable air voids and attenuate the shock more
ments and stresses on axis beneath bombs exploding rapidij thatn all but the weakest, most dry porous
on or within the ground. It uses and reconciles rocks.
the high er.plosive ground shock data base, results
of numerical calculations, and theoretical con- The seismic velocity and primary loading wave
siderations, including conservation laws, cavity velocity provide a fundamental relation between
expansion theory and similitude. The method space and time for scaling ground motions, Since
reproduces most observed contained burst explosion the characteristic time for a given event is
data in media ranging from loose soil to hard inversely proportional to the propagation velo-
rock. city, explosions in strong competent materials

(high seismic and loading wave velocities) will
produce much shorter duration ground motion pulses

BA&CKGROUND that, like bursts in soft rock and soils, The pri-
mry loading wave velocity provides a measure of
the modulus of the medium. Thus, explosions inThis paper is an update toa paper entitled strong competent materials with high propagation

"Ground Shock from Penetrating Conventional velocities will produce higher accelerations and
Weapons" authored by James L. Drake and Charles 0. lower displacements than corresponding explosions
Little, Jr. The original:paper presented an in soft media having lower propagation velocities.
empirical method to predict the ground shock
en.ironment in soil from conventional weapons as a GROUND OHOCK ENVIRONMENT
funetion of burst position, soil indices and
burster layer thickness. The analysis presented Approximate analyticol solutions for an xm-
here describes certain enhancements to that prt- pending spherical shock. -wave in a nearly incom-
diction method especially the pr'edictlon of the pressible media, wre used as the basis of ho
neall source ground shock environment, near source region analysis. Considering conser-

vation of mass between the expanding cavity and
SOIL PROPERTY EFFECTS the observation point, it was found that the flow

field can bel estiimted by
Whi'. no single material property index or

combination of indices can be used to fully
prescribe ground shock propagation, the seismic v(t) * ,c (rc)velocity ci, the primary loading wavespeed co and i1)
th-v cooractible air void volume to are valuable
irlices for assessing ground sho:k magnitudes,
The seismic velocity is associated with propdgo- where v is the particle velocity, rc(t) is the
tioA of low amolitude waves through the in situ expanding Cavity radius and n is a constant of
eateial and is not always indicative of the beha- aPproximately 2. The mxgnitude of the Oarticle
vior of in situ materials at higher stress leveit, velocity and the awtenuation in the high pressure
The primary loading wave velocity is controlled by large flow region near the source are controlled
the in situ material response at stress levels of by the cavity expansion rcte and the geoMtric
engitoering interest and, as explained below. its spreading of the Shock front.
generally slower than the seismic velocity and a
better indicator of the dynamic in situ response. The kinet~c energy in the source region can
Unfortunately, the primary loading wave velocity *e estimated by
is considerably more difficult to determine than
is the seismic velocity. Ground shock attenuation r e
rates with depi.h are controlled by the compaction K& - 4XO r2  dr - 2orPo;c 2rc3 (1 rC) (2)
of material during the passage of the stress wave.
Dry we" rocks such as sandstones atd tuff have

7



assuming n = 2 and po is the initial density. Terms in the above equations are defined as

Assuming that within the source region the kinetic

energy in the flow field is approximately equal to ap = peak radial acceleration (g)

1/2 of the total weapon yield and also noting that dp = peak displacement (m)

for TNT lkg = 4.6186E6 joules, then ap = peak stress (Pa) (I Kbar = 108 Pa)
r = radial distance from the explosion (m)

1/2 g = gravitational acceleration (m/s
2 )

Vp M 606.2 (3) n = poak velocity attenuation exponent
S = equation of state factor (41.5 for

geologic media)
tr = rise time Cs)

where vp is the peak 
particle velocity 

and W is

the contained yield of the weapon in kg. The peak velocity and stress attenuations from the
above equations and the soil parameters from Table

For incompressible flow n = 2. However, it I are compared to the data in Figure 1 for both

has Ueen shown that n can be generalized to dry and saturated media. The previous fits to the

account for volume changes in compactible mat- data are also included in the plots. The new

erials by the expressiun methodology extends the prediction into much
higher stress regimes.

n + z (4) The peak particle velocity in the source

region are included in the above equations. The
magnitude and attenuation rate are controlled by

where c is a constant <1 that relates the volume mthe cavity expansion rate and the geometric

change to the shear strain in the flow field.thcaiyepnonreadtegomrccAtnueton te bserv in the data baed shspreading of the shock front. This region extends
Attenuation rates obszerved in the data base show to a range of .155 m/kg 1/3 which corresponds to
that e a c. where cc is the compactible air voids. the approximate size of the expanded cavity in
For saturated material. n is less than 2 and most rocks. Within this region, the material

depends on the strength of the material. displacements are largk with -espect to the ini-

tial position, so that material is pushed into a
Empirical fits were made to peak ground relatively thin shell with an approximately

motion and stress data o3talned from continined HE constant kinetic energy density. The resulting
detonations in soil and to resultS of finite dif- peak particle velocity is only weakly dependent on
ference calculations in various soil and rock the material properties.
geologies. The resulting expressions represent
the best estimate of the contained explosion data rho loading wave velocity is a function of
base and are consistent with scaling relationships the loading intensity. It generally starts from

and near field analysis. the primary loading wavespeed and momotonically

increases with increasing stress. For most gao-
Ap *0 _. F * .166 W1 /3  (5) logic materials, the propagation speed can be

wr approximated by relating it to the initial loading

wavespead and the peak particle velocity through

the use of the factor S which is a function of the

6O6j __ )"3/2 overall compressibility of the material.

' i- (5) The material otOdel for all rocks and soils

p =has been simplified to relate the loading

I r rn wavespeed to the peak particle velocity with the
S ) .155 WI/3  (7) parameter S a I.5. this has been done to allow

AP c CCthe user to employ this methodology with relati-

vely little knowledge of the actual material model
of the geology of interest. If the actual

dv .uniaxial stress strain response is known. it can
wl/ d r 3, '156 W1 (8) easily be Substituted to relate the loading

wavespeed to the peak particle velocity.

The magnitude of the stress and ground motion

p 0o CL VO (9) will be greatly enhanced as the weapon penetrates

mote deeply into the soil. The concept Of a

,.oupling factor was introduCed itl the previous
paper and is summarized here, this factor
accounts for the elfec. of weapon penetration On

1c56"W 1'/  (10) the ground shock parameters and is defined as the
ratio of the ground shock magnitude from A par-

eL 0Q * S vo (11) tially huried weapon to the ground shock from a

fully cat~ined bMrst in ttle same media, The

r *icoupling 
fanton, f. can be determined from Figure

t. •~ C 2i ard the acceleration, velocity, stress and

. . . . .
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displacemont obtained from the above equations >%
should be multiplied by this factor for shallow

burled bursts. " VP
0

- I I "II I Fiur 3 Picevlcytiehso .

.I •I .. ' I •

-0, >
asing a -ore sp c d
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S n t i h i a Figure 3. Particle velocity time history.
a 0.0 .

a1 0.0 0.1 0.Z 03 0.4 U. 0.6
Scaled Dept~hof Burst (rn/kg 1/) CONCLUSIONS

Figure 2. Ground shock coupling factor as Empirical expressions were derived from a fit
a function of scaled depth of to a large body of ground shock data from buried
burst. bursts in soil. These expressions were derived

using a more sophisticated material model than

Stress and motion time histories can be originally used by Drake and Little. The
charcteizedby xponntil tie hstores hatresulting equations more accurately predict thenear source environments. These modifications of

decay rapidly in amplitude and broaden as they Drake and Little's work do not negate the previous
propagate outward from the explosion (Figure 3). study. The extend it over a broader range of peak
The characteristic time for these time histories stresses and over a broader range of geologies.
can be measured in arrival time from the source,
to a r/ci , the time of peak, tp a r/cL, and the
time of positive phase duration t+ where The method presented here is not necessarily

recommended over the previous method but is more

d valid at regions closer to the source and is based
t+ a 2.72 F. - 0.36 tr (13) on a more rigorous theoretical approach which clo-

p sely approximates actual test data in virtually
all types of geologic materials. The two methods

Assuming a linear rise to peak velocity, the velo- are in close agreement at farther ranges.
city waveform can be approximated by

V M a- vp( t r t ta  4 t 4 tp ( 4)

v(t) a v (t . )o d"( p t 4tp (15)

where td is the absolute time at the end of the
positive phase duration. Since the time domain
waveform features are inversely proportional to
the propagation velocity, explosions in cooetent
material (high ci) will produce shorter pulses
with higher Accelerations and lower displacements
then corresponding explosions in less competent
material (low c

1
). Consistent scaling role-

tionhtips also require higher accelerations to be
associated with higher stresses and lcwor displa-
cement*. Conversely, low accelerations will be
associated with lower stresses and higher displa-
cemnts.



TYPICAL TYPICAL TYPICAL
SOIL CATEGORY TYPES ANO EXAMPLES IN SITU SEISMIC INITIAL VELOCITY

DENSITY WAVESPEED LOADING ATTENUATION
Po ci C0  EXPONENT

(kg/n 3) (m/s) (m/$) n

Qense Dry Soil alluvium 1900 500 220 2.5 to 3.0

1000
(cemented)

dens* sand 1750 550 520 2.1

Medium Density sand, loam, alluvium 1700 350 300 2.3
Ory Sc'i1

Low Density loose sand, loam 1500 2001 180 2.5 to 3.0
Dry Soil

Saturated Soil all types 1850 1850 1880 1.5

High Strength quartxite, diabas., 2650 5500 4500 2.0
Rock basalt, granite

Medium Strength snhales, porous sand- 2500 3400 2760 2.0
Rook stones and 1limestones.

ohloritt

Loos Strength porous tuff, clay, 2000 2050 1550 2.3
ROO' shales. schist

very Low very porous and fri- 1400 1400 1050 2.5
Strength Rock able weathered rockII

Table 1. Gwici %oil and rock properties.



SINGLE DEGREE OF FREEDOM ANALYSIS OF BURIED ARCHES

R.A. Frank

Applied Research Associates, Inc.
Southeast Division

6404 Falls of Neuse Road, Suite 200
Raleigh. North Carolina 27615

ABSTRACT: model the arch in great detail without too great a penalty in
turn-around time. However, finite element models are still

This paper presents the results of current research time consuming to prepare and the results are often difficult
aimed at developing an improved single-degree-of-freedom o interpret. In addition, finite element models am
(SDOF) analysis model for buried arches, Several cumbersome to use in preliminary design calculations,
refinements in the SDOF analysis procedures for buried survivability/vulnerability assessments, and cost-trade
arches are derived, including (1) development of a general studies. Hence, there is still a need for more simplified
soil-arch interaction model for defining the structure-media- analysis procedur sthat can accurately predict the loads and
interaction (SMI) loads on the arch, (2) development of response of buried structures. Furthermore, the high cpu
equivalent SDOF response parameters for arches of arbitrary speeds of modern computers alleviate the need to make many
half-central angle, and (3) development of a resistance of the simplifying assumptions in SDOF models so that the
function that accounts for the moment-thrust load path the accuracy of these models can be improved and potentially
arch follows during deformation. The work assumes a approach that of more sophistica finite element models.
cyflndrcal arch cross-section of arbitrary arch angle subjected
to a vertically propagating planar ground shock. The elastic The research reported herein is addressing this need
and plastic deformed shapes ar derived for a chracmtristic through the development of refined SDOF analysis
load distribution and used to define the equivalent parameter procedures for buried arches. This work attempts to include
for the SDOF model. This characteristic load is replaced in as much of the appropriate physics as is possible while
the response calculation by a simplified soil-arch interaction retaining the simplicity of the SDOF modeling approach.
model which more accurately reflects the variation of the While the work is curently ongoing, he model derivation is
interface loads on the arch as it is engulfed. While the complete and is presented In this paper. Comparisons with

resent model assumes a planar ground shock from a nuclear test data will be presedW in a future paper.
urst, the methodology is adaptable to conventional

munitions. SDOF MODEL FORMULATION:

INTRODUCTION: A schematic of the loading and response of a buried
arch as it is engulfed by a ground shock wave is shown in

The buried arch is a popular geometry for protective Figure 1. As the shock wave impinges on the arch, the
sbture design. its curved geometry is capable of resisting ground shock stresss are reflected due to the impedance
high pmsures through a combination of bending and thrus mismatch between the soil and the structure. Initially, only
while providing a large Interior span that can be used to a small portion of the arch perimeter is loaded by the ground
store and protect military equipment such as aircraft. shock. As the ground shock propagates deeper, the
However, because of its geometry, analysis of the ground perimeter of the arch that is loaded increases, until at
shock loads acting on the arch and its dynamic response is cngulfaient the entire arch perimeter is loaded. Response of
extremely complex and not well understood. As a result, the arch is primarily in the first symmetric bending mode
current methods for analysis and design of buried arches are and analysis of recent test data and results of fimite element
generally crude, over simpli c, and inadequate for predicting calculatons [1) show that the peak flexural response occurs
the dynamic loads and large deformation response of these during this engulfment phase. Those studies have also
structures, shown that the response of the arch is not sensitive to the

details of the loading md that the primary loading on the
One approach to modeling the complex response of arch is due to the normal pressures on the arch, Interface

buried arches is the finite element method wherein the shear satesses developed on the arch interface are generally
complete arch geometry and structure-media-nteracion can small and can be neglected (1].
be modeled explicitly. The fast computational speeds and
large memory capacity of modem computers allow one to
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followed uses a simplified SMI model based on linear wave
theory to define the interface stresses on the arch. This
approach has been used with good success in SDOF models
for buried slabs subjected to ground shock from conventional
and nuclear munitions [3]. The interface stresses on the arch

_ are determined using a tombination of simple wave
$WI propagation and rigid body mechanisms to pose the

NORMAL PRWSURN boundary conditions between the soil and the structure. The
rate of external work done by the interface stresses is then
calculated at each time increment and used to determine the

> response of the SDOF system and the equivalent q and
pos2$ interface stress components.

Figure 1: Planar Ground Shock on a Buried Arch

Crawford, et al. (2], have observed that the ground Real
shock loads on buried cylinders and arches can be described
using a characteristic q + pcos20 stress distribution. This q O

load distribution, shown in Figure 1, conists of a uniform
component given by q and a nonuniform component given
given by pcos20. However, the magnitude and distribution
of the Interface stresses on tho arch vary as the arch is Equivalent
engulfed so that the characteristic load distribution is not ..
constant in time, rather, the relative magnitude of the two
components varies. However, as will be demonstrated in the
derivation of the deformed shapes, the q term does not
influence the deformed shape or capacity (except through the
moment-thnist interaction diagram) so that the temporal Figure 2. Arch SDOF Model.
variation of the relative magnitude of the two components is
not important to the derivation of the SDOF model Assuming a full-slip interface condition (zero
parameters. It is important in determining the moment interface strength), the interface load consists of normal
capacity and consequently, the arch dynamic rspo= stresse only which are given by (e Figure 3)

Based on these observations, an equivalent SDOF a.,n pC,. + L'. (Vqo - .cos - -4 c ) (2)
model of the arch can be developed as illustrad In Figure 2.
The interface loading on the arch is represented by a hre affn - freefleld ground shock stress normal to the arch
charateistic q +pcos2o load distribution. The response is
assumed to be in the first symmetric bending mode and the interface, pCL = soil impedance, Vffn u freefleld velocity
assumed mode shape is taken as the deformed shape of the normal to the arch interface, jaRE. vertical rigid body
arch under this load distribution applied statically, The velocity of the arch, 0 a angle to point of interest on the
equation of motion for the equivalent SDOF system is given arch, and i, n radial velocity of the arch at the point of
by intrst. A planar, vertically propagating ground shock is

assumed and the f(eefield ground shock velocity and stress
Ma, + R, -F. (t) ( m) are assumed constant behind the shock front. The component

of the freefleld velocity normal to the intrface is given by
where M, Re. and Fe are the equivalent mass, resistance,
and applied force for the SDOF system and i'O is the Vffn u Vffcos (3)
vertical acceleration of the crown. The derivation of these
parameters and the loading function are discussed in the The freefield stresss normal to the arch interface
following paragraphs, are determined by transforming the freefield vertical and

horizontal stresses to the plane nonnal to the arch interface.
Loading Function. Representing the horizontal stress by affh "KO offv and

assuming the vertical and horizontal freefield stresses
While the characteristic q+ pcos2o load distribution represent principal strese the freeteld stress normal to the

Is used to derive the deformed shape and equivalent SDOF arch interface is given by
parameters, a more accurate description of the loading is
desired in solving forthermspoae of the arc. Te appoach offn =qff 4pffcos 20 (4)
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f iwco 2rdO (8)

and the equivalent uniform component (evaluated at the
vir -5" crown) is given by

qe ='n (0)-Pe (9)

Deformed Shape
Elastic Response

The mode shape for Ohe arch in the elastic response
range is taken as the deformed slape for the arch under the
characteristic q + pcos2o load distibution. The solution for

V. (Vg. at) cos 0 the deformed shape follows the general approach outlined by
Thmoshenko and Gere in Reference [4] and has been derived
for fixed and pinned (2-hinged) support conditions. Refering
to Figure 4, the elastic force resultants at any arbitrary angle

Figure 3. Planar Wave Loading Model the crown are given by

Vh ((Av)s n 0-6sin 20) (10)

qrm 11 +}q. and pff a(1-Ko(7ff. (5) N-M.((Av~cosO*.3 cos 20)- qr (11)

The rate of external work done by the inface stresses in .(
defonaing the arch is given by M (Am) + 3 co20-(Av9 cos 0) (12)

where the bracketed terms (AM) and (AV) depend on the

W.V S J (6) support coaditons and am of the geWal form

(A) Ao +OtAo + O+ i (13)

"IbtTe consunts for Equations 9-12 are:

+CL ((Vff .-4) fwcos#,dO-. il* AvO (fIxed: 3 (co 30.cos o)

uuwnnt -7 sin 34 + 9sinoo

where the limits of Integration are $,R a arch angle o Av 1o Ifi xed. -2 sin 3o- 6 sin

complete unloading (rn N 0) and S = arch ngl to the 1pinned: 6 (cos 30 + cos)

cwretpositlon of the shock ftm Av- =fixe 0.0

This external work re is en used to d te0

equivalet load. F&, where m. xek05(o41+8 V -9Zd.,. ,, jlze 025 (cos +8coszo.9)

Feaa ±Ipinned. 
sin 40 + sin 2#a

oAm = fit'xel: 3 sin 20a

Likewise, the equivalent nonuniorm loading cmix en i

given by Am = fixed: 0.0
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{fixed: 2-2cos 20 andpied: -3 sw
2 d (16)

tfixed:- -sin20WOJ a
SIpineh 2 (2 + cos 20) where wo = deflection at the crown (0 = 0).

Ixed:-.0th Note that for both the pinned and fixed arch theD2(pinne 0.0 the work done by the uniform load component is zero. This
results in an inconsistency in the case of a semi-circular
arch, where 00 = 900 and sin 200 = 0. In this case, the load
component performing work is normalized to the load
component not doing work and the load tansformation

/ ,. factor does not have a physical meaning. Due to this
I N. inconsistency the more general statement of the equation of

,7 .'motion has been retained.

Plastic Response

1. RC oUcLsAm.Mrs The limit capacity, deformed shape, and plastic
response parameters for the arch are derived-using the limit
plasticity assuming the five-hinge static collapse mode as

4 V N- shown Figure 4. From kinematic considerations, the
relationships between the vertical velocity at the crown and
the rotation of the arch segments 1 and 2 are given by

Figure 4. Arch Parametero
Definition and Static Collapse __ _ - Cos _- Cos )_

Finally. the raia ... ame given by -O O

,, f (.)c 0 . A)0 W A) whome A and 4 are the rotation rates of segments 1 and 2,
w.P ((1Awtcoi +cms2$-0.5{,v)in+{A,,} (4) spectivey; andO istheangletothe anch lhnge.

',1hCe The capaity, p*, of the arch is derived by equating
the internal and external work rates (Note. the work done by

Au (fixed: 5(0.5 sn 40 sin ) the qcomponmE is z=osintheestic case) gving
o pitnnad: - os 40o + 8 cos 2o. 3
1find 0.5(.5co~.4 s2 o+1) ,, . ) oa+, coso 09 * (19)

Awl, = xled :  sin 4 + 4 dn 20 o (Co

A pu a 3(cos40 .2 +) 2fixed: 2 (1. -cos 0c
I pinned: I -2 cos =C

This defomed shape is used as the mode shape for
the equivalent SDOF and can be used to derive the Al I fixed: 0.0 C1a +Cos 0
transformation facomw KU mid KL, resulting in (pied: 1. C I

q M# + w cs and MpM plastic moment capacity of arch cross-section.

K f1 . (15) MinlmazaU; with respect to OD gives
v4 (qo + 0.5 sin 20o)
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ne~cosoo =(V'- )+(2- co
(2o) ADAPTATION TO CONVENTIONAL

fixed: cos O -L (I+COS00) MUNITIONS
2

This solution is a upper bound in that the internal The proposed SDOF methodology can be adapted to

work done by the membrane stresses is neglected. The effect conventional munitions for the case of an overhead burst and

of the existence of membrane forces is, however, accounted two-dimensional response (for example, a longitudinally

for in determining the plastic moment c , a segmented arch). This is accomplished by replacing the
discusd in te ing ecstioen,M, planar g'ound shock with a spherically propagating shock
discussed in the following section, wave as illustrated in Figure 6. Assuming that the radial

stress and velocity in the freefield are constant behind the
shock front, the normal freefield ground shock suess and

Resistance Function velocity are given by

The resistance of the arch is modeled using an
elastic-perfectly plastic resistance function as shown in n Mqff +pffcos 2 ( 0+ P)

Figure 5, where the stiffness and maximum resistance are Vn = Vi cos (0+ ) (21)
detemfined using the solutions presented earlier. The major
refinement here is that the maximum resistance is allowed t so that the exte work rat is given by
vary depending on the moment-thrust combination existing
in the arch at any point in time. Observations from test data . (
[5,6] have shown that the response of the arch is generally Wi q| isrd; + g2 + d (22)
in the compression region of the moment-thrust diagram and ol f4#
that the eccentricity (ratio of moment to thrust) decreases as
the arch is engulfed by the ground shock. This response is
illustrated in Figure 5 and is modeled by allowing the +pA.,i 1/,, cos (0 + r)O
moment capacity of the arch to vary based on t.e weighted
average of the elastic moment and thr t at the arch critical
cross.sections (crown, OD and 00), as calculated using the
equivalent qe and pe components. Since as the arch is
engulfed the magnitude of the uniform component, qe, L 4 ; co#vd .
increases relative to the nonuniform component, Pc. this f,' fO

will naturally increase the magnitude of the thrust relative to
the moment, replicating test data observations. This can Since the angles $ and P Are related (as determined by the
potentially result in the arch yielding at a moment sandol distm e), can beSWohA for in mm of 0 giving
magnitude less ta the peak moment due to the decreasing
moment capacity above the balance point. )

COS + COS + S (24)

wo Similarly.
RESISTANCE FUNCTION

N Substitution of Eqns 24 and Eq.25 into Eqn 22 for the
external work rate results in a radical integral considerably
more complex han those for the nuclear case. Nonetheless.

M cloted form solutions for these integrals exist so that a
MOMWNT-TMRUST DIAGRAM com n ep effinta m can be developed.

Figure 5. Resistance FunctimoI The loading for a conventional weapon is more

localized than that for a nuclear weapon so that te deformed
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shape and collapse mechanism may also require
modification. This can be modeled by assuming a 5. Flathau, W. J., L. M. Bryant, and P. F. Mlakar,
concentrated load at the crown for the characteristic load "Single-Degree-of-Freedom Analysis of Buried Arches
distribution. The deformed shape and plastic limit capacity Loaded by Conventional Ground Shock", JAYCOR,
can then be derived for this characteristic loading, presented at The International Symposium concerning

Conventional Weapon Effects held in Mannheim, West
Germany, 10-13 March 1987.

STATUS AND FUTURE EFFORT
6. Krauthammer, T., Flathan, W. J., Smith, J. L., and

The research is currently in the final stages of the Betz, J. F., 'Lesons from Explosive Tests on RC Buried
model development and programming. In addition to the Arches," Journal of Structural EngineerdU, Vol. 115, No.
refinements reported herein, models have been derived for 4, April, 1989.
including the effects of rise tirre in the loading function and
for calculating the rigid body response of the arch. The 7. Smith, J. L., J. F. Betz, and G. T. Baird, "KACIINA
elastic response is currently being expanded to include a Test Series: Dynamic Arch Test Three (DAT-3) Analysis
three hinge arch (crown, supports). After programming and Report", AFWL-TR-85-63, Air Force Weapons Labortory,
checkout of the model, comparisons of the model against Kirland Air Fore Base, New Mexico, March, 1986.
test data from the AFWL Kachina test series (71 and the
DNAJWES Dynamic Arch Test [8]. Comparisons against 8. Dallriva, F. D., "Data Report for FY86 Dynamic
finite element calculations (1] and odier arch SDOF models Shallow-Buried Arch Test", USAE Waterways Experiment
(5,91 will also be condu=4 Station, Structural Mechanics Division, Structures

Laboratory, Vicksburg, Mississippi October, 1986.

9. Auld, H. E., W. C. Dass, and D. H. Merkle,
"Development of Improved SDOF Analysis Procedures for
Buried Arch Structures", Applied Reseirch Associaes, Inc.
for the Air Force Weapons Laboratory, Kirtland Air Force
Das, Now Mexico, September, 1983.
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EXPEDIENT HARDENING METHODS FOR STRUCTURES SUBJECTED

TO THE EFFECTS OF NON-NUCLEAR MUNITIONS

Robert IL Sues, Charles E. Murphy, William C. Dass, Lawrence A. Twisdale

Appiied Research Associates, Inc.
Raleigh, North Carolina 27615

ABSTRACT Threat Protection. Berms provide protection against near
miss general purpose bombs, high explosive rounds, and

A study has been conducted to investigate expedient methods ballistic penetraion (USOCD, 1941). As free standing
for hardening existing strctures and exposed assets against walls, berms can be used to deny a direct line of sight to a
the effects of conventional weapons. The expedient protecta orab area sha adooropening.
hardning methods covered in this paper ae soil banes,
suadbag lg. and guids, concrete modular reveunents, bin Recent tests on berms include the CHlBS series conduted
revetments, and sacrtifcial panels. For each of the methods at Kirtdand AFB (Hyndran, 1987) and the NATO =esu
the paper gives a short decrption of the method including conducted at Tyndall AFB (Hyde. 1989). The CHEBS tests
threat protection afforded, a summary of available test included free standing, full scale reinforced cor.crete
resulls, limitaions of the method and special consideraioas revetments that were both benmed and unbermed. The-euied fordeploymr4L environment was provided by a nose tangent MARK 83

gtneral purpose bomb. statically detonated at a s toff of
1. INTRODUCTION 50 feet. The NATO on exmind the effectiveness of a

beromed cmiAhardencd rinfoced concrete wall wbjected to
In peactme or wastime sitations, needs can ause to the NATO OP bomb threat In boh teu no damage was
upgm , the hudness of an exiin facility in an expex repexd to the bermed strumutwe. while the wubermed
fasdon. Thi may be due to a change In function of the sucumres suftered signficant frt face crawriag and
facility (e4, reuoz0ao of imtporum Asw to the fcility). backae spll Signifcant wbss w cion was a
a WftM in the perceived imporsm of the ftcily, ot an demstrated in these tests. Te CIW S tests showed a
weat in the expected threa A study Uws been wodouced mduadoo of about 93% in pea wal p sumes (at the berm.
to imvegate both traditionA and newly developed methods wall interface) the NATO tm shoed dmHa re udos in
of expedient hudening und to develop tuldAne fr designer.m pek waU ptues Decals of the reduced wall pmm.
T'he expedit hardni methods covered in tis pIMe ame t ns of spall and brexah Mx greaty reduced (even though
soil berms, sandbiging, sand grids, concrete modular total impulse delvemd remains relatively unchaged). It
teveaneat (aircrt Bitbrg, SIM N), bin rmvetmenvL, and mug be cautioned, however, thu if the weapon penetrte
satifcal paneb. For each of the methods invudgated, the the berm prior to demnation. the coupling betwern the
paper presents a sM deciptin of the method including explosion and the surrounding soil can result in wall
ta puection afforde, a stimmAry of available test poetsures &aw than tor an tzbermed waL Also. in a free
results, l1mitadon of the method and speca coaderations standing configumtion, a bertm provides little alblast
required for deploymen. The complete results of this study proton. This beause we bltu wave reforms behind it
am be found in the expedient hudenig adiendumnto the Air a passnl over the top. This wgs demonstraed by studies
Force naual t r the Design of Protective Sirucwfts for made ding the CHEBS tests. The t danonstraz am
Co --. donal Weapons Effects (ARA, 1988). The beW spvide excelksasecoWdor i anackprocecdom.
addendum includes methods not covered herein, design
guld e, and a selectioamad mo ild in makiag oUmal Limitations/Special Considerations. The main

o. ditadvanage of free standing bers and to a lesser extent
benned walls is their lare spce require mnts. Bemug may

2. SOIL BERMS not be a practical hardening optioa (or stowtures sited in
very rocky tefins or where grading equipmewt is not

General. Bems are employed as free standing stnrtures or available. At air bse facilities, bems sited a= taxiways
constcted against walls. A bermed wall configuraon is and mnways may exacrbate problems related to blo *i
shown in Figure 1. dust and foreign debris. Erosion control measures are

paticularly impomnt under these circumstances. Typical
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facings used to control erosion include sod, sandbags, and 4. SAND GRIDS
asphalt cutback. Generally, structures that were originally
designed to withstand loadings associated with weapon General. Sandgrids were originally developed as a soil
effects have ample capacity to support additional dead loads confining system for use in roadway construction over loose
associated with berming. This is not the case for soils. Sandgrids are constructed by filling a prefabricated
convertional structures and analysis is required to determine plastic form shaped like cells of a honeycomb with a
the need for additional support. granular material such as sand or gravel (Figures 3, 4). The

sand grids are available in a standard configuration or a
3. SANDBAGGING newer, notched configuration. The notched configuration

allows for development of a lapped joint between layers that
General. Sandbagging is a traditional method of providing prevents leakage of the fill material. The principal
effective protection to walls, overhead structures, and advantages over the more traditional methods of hardening
revetments (DOA, 1985; Hoot, et al., 1974). Sandbags can with soil are ease of construction and reduced space
also be used to construct free standing walls and wall requirements. Currently available sandgrids are 38 inches
structures for protection of otherwise exposed assets. Figure wide in place.
2 shows a sand bag upgrade of an existing structure.

Threat Protection. Testing has demonstrated that
Threat Protection. Several test series conducted by the sandgrids can provide efficient and effective protection
U.S. Army Waterways Experiment Station (WES) have against near miss general purpose bombs, high explosive
demonstrated that saadbags placed against walls and over artillery rounds, shoulder launched rockets, and machine gun
roofs are successful in protecting against near miss aid direct fire (White, 1983; Wood, 1985; Hamlin, 1986; Hayes,
hi. high explosive rounds, and direct ballistic impacts (Hoot, 1987, 1988; Hyde, 1989).
et al., 1974; Bucci and Mlakar, 1976; Hamlin, 1986). Placed
against walls, sandbags provide protection similar to that Recent tests conducted on the NATO test facility
obtained from berming with soil. demonstrated that sandgrids are very effective in protecting

semi-hardened walls from near miss general purpose bomb
In one series of tests (Hoot, et al., 1974), a timber framed fragments and airblast (Hayes, 1988; Hyde, 1989). In this
roof structure protected by 4 layers of sandbags (16 inches of test a 65 cm wall protected by a sandgrid shield (Figure 4)
cover) was not breached by contact detonations of an 82 mm suffered no damage from a OP bomb detonation. The same
mortar, 107 mm rocket, or a 122 mm rocket. Similar tests wall, unprotected, suffered severe spall when subjected to the
of 6 inch thick precast reinforced concrete roof panels also same weapon at the same standoff.
demonstrated the effectiveness of sandbagging. An 82 mm
mortar round detonated directly against U',: slab caused major Wood (1985) reports the results of tests on free standing
spalling on the interior surface. A 107 mm rocket round sandgrid revetments against 105 mm flechette artillery
caused massive spalling and breached the slab. With two rounds, 155 mm HE airbursts, and 155 mm surface bursts.
layers of sandbags covering the roof, the test using the 107 Six 105 mm flechette rounds were detonated 120 ft from the
mm rocket was repeated with only minor cracking occurring target. None of the fl'. hettes completely penetrated the
on the interior face. A 15 inch layer of sandbags stacked revetment. Six staidard D544 fragmentary HE rounds were
against a 6 inch precast wall provided good protection detonated at a stand off of 40 ft and an elevation of 20 ft.
against a 155 mm HE artillery round detonated at a standoff The revetment remained stable and erect and showed slight
of 5.0 ft. A similar unprotected wall was decimated by the deterioration. There was no evidence of fragments passing
round. Sandbag berms, wall and roof coverings provide through the sandgrid. Six 155 mm rounds each were
multiple attack protection to near miss high explosive statically detonated, nose tangent, at ranges of 5, 10, and 15
threats similar to soil berms or soil covers. ft from the test revetments. At the 5 ft range, the six rounds

totally collapsed the revetment. Good fragmentation
Limitations/Special Considerations. The main protection, however, was provided for the first two rounds.
limitation of sand bags is aesthetics and for this reason, At the 10 ft range, after six rounds, the sandgrid revetment
sandbagging is generally not considered an acceptable remained in~dct and erect but the top three layers were
approach for more permanent upgrades. Sandbags have had a significantly damaged. No fragments penetrated through the
history of susceptibility to rot, however, newer bag revetment. The six rounds fired at the 15 ft range caused
materials made of an acrylic fabric are available and are only superficial damage. Sandgrid revetments have also
reported to remain serviceable for over 2 years with no signs demonstrated effectiveness in defeating penetration by small
of deterioration under a1 climatic conditions (DOA, 1985). arms fire up to 50 caliber rounds (White, 1983).
Improved performance against ballistic penetration is
obtained by mixing the fill material with dry portland Gravel filld sandgrid revetments have been tested against
cement (I part cement to 10 parts soil) or dipping the filled U.S. LAW and Soviet RPG-7 antitank weapons (Hayes,
bags in a cement-water sluay (DOA, 1985). 1988). Cr Aed limestone (3-4 in. diameter) was used for the

revetments tested against the LAW, and rounded river gravel
(1.5-2 in. diameter) was used for the revetment tested against
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the RPG-7. Two consectitive hits by LAW rounds, in wail tapering frc,,n 0.245 m at the base to 0.085 mn at the
approximately thie same lcaion, cratered the front face of top. A second series of tests (CHEBS 16) was conducted
the revetment but the revetment was not perforated. The using similar designs constructed using SIFCON (Carson
revetment hit by the RPG-7 wis perforated by the rocket and Morrison, 1986). The NATO test examined the
motor, but the residual velocity of the motor was not effet'veaess of unbermed Bitburg revetments subjected to
sufficient to cause damage to a protected wall or lightly the NATO GP bomb threat. R/C revetments have also been
armored assets placed behind the revetment. tested against a variety of other conventional weapons

including HE rockets, mortars, and machine gun fire (Hoot,
Sandgrids filled with sand and gravel have also been tested et al., 1974).
against a wire guided warhead (TOW) placed against the sida,
of the revetment and statically detonated (Hayes, 1988). The The results of the CHEBS and NATO tests demonstrated
sand filled revetment was breached by the weapon and the that unbermed R/C revetments can provide good first strike
steel witness plate behind the revetment was perforated. The protection but limited second attack protection due to their
gravel filled revetment was breached and fragments from the susceptibility to fragment damage and movement (i.e., rigid
weapon perforated the revetment; however, the witness plate body shifting). As bermed structures, R/C revetments
was not damaged. provide excellent second attack protection.

Sangrid revetments provide limimd second attack protection For the revetments constructed of SIFCON, the general
from near miss GP bombs based upon evidence from the damage characteristics resulting from fragment impact
NATO test facility. The sandgrid form was severely differed significantly from the damnage characteristics of the
dama -d, however, much of the soil remained in the shape P/C revetments. The damage on the front face oi the
of a small berm. In other applications ag.dnst less severe SIFCON revetments tended to be localized immediately
threats such as near miss HE artillery rounds, thz sandgrid around the impact area and not cratered as was the case with
revetment provides excellent second attack protection. As the R/C revetments. Little or no ear spall occurred with the
overhead protection, sandgrids provide limited second attack SIFCON revetments. When the revetments were perforated
protection against direct hit mortar and HE artillery attack by fragments, the penetrations were clean, nearly cylinarical
but can be repaired with loose soil or sand bags. and easily repaired.

Limitations/Special Considerations. The maximum R/C revetment panels 6 inches thick and supported by
free standing height for use as a protective structur against precast blocks (Hoot, et al., 1974) were demonstrated to be
conventional weapons is about 8 ft. effective against 81 vanm mortars and 120 mm rockets

detonated at a standoff of 5.0 ft. Against 155 mm HE
S. CONCRETE MODULAR REVETMENTS artillery rounds the 6 inch panel was considered to be

effective only for standoffs greater than 30 ft. Against 122
General. The discussion in this section focuses on several mm rockets., the revetment was considered satisfactory for
modular designs constructed of conventionally reinforced standoffs of 10.0 ft: and with the addition of a 15 Inch
concrete (R/C) and SIFCON (Slurry Infiltrated Fiber sandbag facing, de rovetment defted tefragmen effect at
reinforced Concrete) that have been tested. Figure 5 shows a 5 ft standoff.
one common type of modular unit. The revetments am
often bermed by soil to improve overall Irforman: (See Limitations/Special Considerations. R/C
Section 2 and Figure 1). revetments are limited by the resources necessary to fabriew

and deploy them, Their us= as an expedient measure requiresThreat Protection. Thse revetments provide protection that they be prefabricated and available for deployment.
against fragments and a r last from near miss general Modular, prefabricated revetments reqtire a relatively smooth
purpos, bombs and other lesser threats such a e artillery base surface for deploymenL Dermed, R/C revtments have
rounds, rockets, and mortars. Also, they are open used to fal:ly large space requirements and other limitations
deny line-of-sight to doors and other vulnerable opeings associated with soil berms or bWr ed walls (see Section 2).

The geometry of the Aircraft Revetment does not allow rotRecent tests on aC revetments include the CEBS series the formation of ninety degree turns in the layout of an aay
conducted at Kind AF (Hyndman and tulunan, 1987 of revetments. The base of ths Bitbur revetnent has corners
Carson and Morson, 1986) and The NATO tests conducted mitered P: 45 degrees which allow for ninety degree turns,
at Tyndall AF (Hyde, 199). The CHEBS tests included but these corners axe vulnerable to fragment penetration
revetments that were both bermed and unbended (see Secton because the wall thicknesses of the two revetments just meet
2). In the CHEBS 9 and 10 tests four standar.d revetment and do not lap. These comers should be protected with
designs were tested in a variety of configurations: (1) the snbgs.
Bitburg Rovetment with a wall thickness of 0.30 m, (2) the
3-meter Aircraft Revetenet with a wall thickness of 0.245
in, (3) the 4-meter Aircraft Revetment with a wall thickness
of 0.245 in, and (4) the 4-meter Ai-craft Revetment with a
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6. BIN REVETMENTS resources. If built of expedient materials, they tend to be
temporary measures. Constructed of reinforced concrete or

General. Bin revetments refer to any of a variety of masonry, they are usually part of permanent upgrades or new
methods used to create vertical walls of sand, soil, gravel, or facility construction.
rock rubble. These systems combine the protective qualifies
of soil structures with an efficient use of space. The
thickness of the soil wall is the primary means of providing 7. SACRIFICIAL PANELS
protection. The structural system is designed to confine the
soil and can be constructed of reinforced concrete, steel, General. Sacrificial panels are panels attached to the
wd or wire caging. Typical configurations are two parallel exterior of a main structural wall so that an air space is left

walls with fill between them or prefabricated containers between the main wall and the panel. The panels are not
filled with soil and arranged into a revetment (Figure 6). In expected to survive a weapons blast but still provide
addition, bin revetments can take the form of planters for significant protection to the main wall (Figure 7). Sacrificial
aesthetic permanent upgrades panels constructed of a variety of materials such as reinforced

concrete, steel plato, plywood, or a layered combination of
Threat Protection. These revetments provide essentially materials have been tested. Sacrificial panels are used for
the same protection as berned walls or revetments. They can both expedient upgrading of existing facilities and as
be employed against fragment and airblast thmrats from near inexpensive hardening methods for new construction.
miss general purpose bombs, other lesser conventional
munitions, and ballistic threats. They can also be used to Threat Protection. Sacrificial panels have demonstrated
deny line-of-sight to doors and other vulnerable openings. effectiveness in protecting against fragments and arblast

from near miss general purpose bombs and HE rounds.
Soil bin revetments with a soil thickness of 12 inches were Recent tests include a series of 19 scaled tests on a variety of
tested by WES for protection against near miss mortar and panel types (reinforced concrete, steel, plywood, and
rocket detonation in support of the U.S. Army during the composite) conducted by the AFESC and the WES (McVay,
Vietnam conflict (Carte, 1969, 1972). Soil bin structures 1988). the full scale NATO tests conducted at Tyndall AFB
constructed of plywood, 18 gage corrugated metal, and (McVay, 1988; Hyde, 1989) and a series of tests on concrete
M8AI landing mats were tested. The M8AI soil bin defeated panels conducted by WES (Colthorp, 1987).
all fragments from 81 to 120 mm mortars and 107 mm
rocket detonations at a stand off of 5 ft. The plywood and In all of these cases the damage to the walls protected by the
corrugated metal bin revetments were also effective at a sacrificial panels was greatly reduced from the damage
range of 5 ft but suffered greater damage. observed for the unprotected walls. For example, for a wall

protected by a 6 inch procast panel with a nominal I inch air
As a part of the CHEBS 9 and 10 tests (Hyndman and space at the full scale NATO test, only minimal scabbing
Bultman, 1987), a soil bin revetment was constructed using and cratering occurred on the front face of the main wall and
two parallel rows of 3 in Aircraft revetments (see Section 5). no spall occured on the backface. The same wall tested bare
The soil thickness was approximately 5 ft. The soil bin was suffered severe spall damage that would have been leth to
positioned 50 ft from a 1000 lb OP bomb. The face of the equipment and personnel inside. The mechanism behind the
front Aircraft revetment was severely damaged by the protection afforded is due to the greatly reduced number and
fragment impacts but no damage to the rear revetments momentum of the fragments that Impact the main wall nd
forming the soil bin was reported. greatly reduced peak pressures on the main wall. This

results in a much lower potential for spall and breach even
C & C Chamber revetments were tested as a part of the though load duration from airblast may be greatly rsed.
NATO facility tests (Hyde, 1989). This soil bin structure
makes use of off-the-shelf precast concrete manhole liners Limitations/Special Considerations. The main
(rectangular tubes 3.0 x 4.5 ft in section, 2.46 ft long, with limitation of sacrificial panels is their single-hit-only
a wall thickness of 3 inches). The tubes allow for a soil capability. If multiple hit capability is required a system
thickness of 2.5 ft. Several reinforcing methods were tested must be in place to provide for expedient replacement of the
including wire mesh, synthetic and steel fibers and various panels.
combinations. Revetment walls were constructed by bolting
the tubes together with steel straps and filling the units with 8. CONCLUSIONS
sand. Walls one, two, and three layers high were tested. The
tests demonstrated that this configuration can provide A wide range of inethods may be used to provide expedient
fragment protection against general purpose bombs. If structural hardening against the effects of conventional
reinforced with steel umsh, multiple attack protection can be weapons. These methods vary in the degree of protection
recd. afforded, multiple strike capability, ease of construction, and

ease of deployment. Optimal selection of a hardening
Llmltation/Speclal Consideration. Soil bin method requies careful consideration of each of these factors
revetments generally require significant construcuon as they relate to the patticular needs of a given simation and
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the resources available. From the test data reviewed the Marchand, K.A., and Ross, C.A., The Response of Sandbag
most effective protection is provided by earth structures. Barriers to Blast and Fragment Loadings, U.S.Army CERL
Earth structures can significantly reduce the effects of 1987.
fragments and airblast and can provide excellent multiple
strike protection. Confining the earth through the use of McVay, M.K., Systems for Sheilding Aboveground
bags, sand grids, or bins eliminates many of the limitations Structures from Bomb Fragments and/or Airblast, VIES,
associated with traditional berms. Sacrificial panels and Draft 1988.
unbermed concrete revetments also provide effective
protection but do not provide the multiple hit capability of National Defense Research Committee, Effects of Impact
earth structures. and Explosion, Volume 1, Ofc Sci Res Dev, Wash., D.C.,

1946.
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BLAST RESISTANCE OF A POLYCARBONATE WINDOW

David L. Tilson and James M. Watt, Jr.

US Army Engineer Waterways Experiment
Station (WES)

Vicksburg, Hississippi

ABSTRACT reinforced concrete test wall, a rigid
window frame, and 1-1/4-inch-thick

High explosive threats directed polycarbonate glazing. Figure 1 shows a
against U.S. facilities throughout the schematic view of the design concept.
world have identified a need to blast

harden these facilities. Lose of
windows during blast loading poses a
serious threat to personnel and facility
security. Research has shown that a
blast resistant window is feasible and
that A single-dogree-of-freedom (S OF)
analysis can predict the vindow
response.

The WES generic blast resistant
window was designed to withstand a peak
reflective pressure of 80 psi. This
window survived the test with no
damage. The SDOF predictions for the
26-inch by 26-inch windows were in good
agreement with teat data, with the
analysis being conservative. This good
agreement resulted from the use of a FiS.1
resistance function developed from a
static test. The critical element in designing the

anchoring frame was to develop a large
shear area across the thickness of the

INTRODUCTION concrete test wall, The frame was
designed to be pogitioned in the wall

High explosive threats directed and dst Ln place, thereby, developing a
against U.S. facilities throughout the shear area 1.5 times larger than the

world have identified a need to blast thickness of the wall (12-inches thick),

harden these facilities. One of the The anchoring frame was fabricated using
most vulnerable elements in these 4-inch by 8-inch by 1/2-inch thick steel
structures is the window system. Lose angle with a minimum yield stress of
of windows during blast loading poses a 36,000 psi, To anchor the frame into
serious threat to personnel and facility the concrete, 5/8-inch diameter by 8-
security. Research has been funded for inch-long concrete anchors were welded
the purpose of designing a getioric to the fram, These anchors were

window system to withstand high blast attached to the frame at a centerline
pressures. From this research, Lt was spacing of 4-Inches. The frame was
shown that a window system can be positioned and 03 stel reinforcing bar

dntiLned to resist high blast pressures stirrups wore added in the high shear
and that the dynamic response can be region of the slab adjacent to the
predicted with a single-degree-of- frame.
freedom (SDOF) analysis. The test wall consisted of two

layers of 5\8.nch-diameter reinforcing

WES BLAST WINDOW bars placed S-inches on center in both
directions and in both faces of the

The WES generic blast resistant slab. The shear stirrups were added for
window was designed to withstand a peak a distance of. 1 foot from the anchor
reflective pressure of 80 psi. The frame. The concrete design used itn the
window was designed in three parts; the test wall had a minimum yield (f o) of
anchoring frame, which is cast into the 5000 psi at 28 days.
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The window frame was designed to
be structurally rigid; therefore, the
remaining critical elements in the
design of the window were the bite
placed on the glazing and the type
glazing used. The frame was fabricated
using 4- by 3- by 1/2-inch steel angle,
with the 4-inch edge providing the bite
of the glazing. Figure 2 shows the k
design of the window frame. With this
design, a bite of 1-1/4-inches was
placed on the glazing.

Fig. 3a

Fig. 2 y M

The glazing selected for the
window was 1-1/4.inch laminated
polycarbonate ($P-1250). This material
was selected for its ability to undergo
large deflections and remain undamaged.
The SP-1250 contains four layers of F(t)
polycarbonate consisting of two - 1/2-
inch layers placed in the center and two Fig. 3b
- 1/8-inch layers placed on the outside.

ANALYSIS To solve for the dynamic response

of the window, a static test wasThe determination of the dyaic conducted to determine the resistanceresponse of & simple structural system function, the P(t) was calculated fromusing numerical procedures is presented formulas developed in Reference 2, and
in detail in References 1, 2, and 3. the mass of the polycarbonste glazing
or coplex systems, such as the windowvalues

system reported herein, can also be were obtained, the use of a computer
analyzed with an SDOF, provided an code (SDOF) developed at WES was
accurate representation of the load utilized in preforming the analysis.
function P(t), resistance function
(load-deflection curve), and mana (M) Static Test Device
can be obtained.

SOOF Analysis To conduct the static testing, WES
designed and conatructed a static test

The selection of the idealized device as shown in Figure 4. The test
device was designed to subject a test

spring-mass system in Figure 3a is such article to a maximu hydrostatic

that the deflection of the mass, y, is
the same as the centerline deflection of pressure of 200 psi. The parts of the
the window glazing. From the freebody device consist of a U-framed base, a
diagram shown in Figure 3b, the equation test wall slab, and the hold-down slab.
of notion is derived and then solved
numerically.
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Fig. 5
SDOF Code

The procedure used in the SDOF
Fig. 4 code is described in Reference 1. The

.procedure is referred to as the
This test device allows for the constant-velocity or lumped-impulse

testing of a window as if the test procedure. The code requires the
article were installed in a building following information to perform the
wall. Once the window is installed, the calculation: mass (K), area (A), load-
tent wall is positioned on the U-frame mass factor (K, ), percent of damping
base and the hold-down slab positioned (c), time step-(dt), resistance function
on top. The two slaba are then bolted f(R), and forcing function P(t).
together. In this configuration, a In the analysis of the window
chamber is formed between the window and system, the mass was determined by
the bottom of the hold-down slab. It is weighting the glazing. The area was
into this chamber that water is pumped selected as the clear span area of the
to produce the uniform hydrostatic window (26 inches by 26 inches). The
pressure. A maximum of 300 psi has been values for the load-mass factor and
achieved with this setup. percent of damping were chosen to be

By utilizing the U-shaped base, 0.67 and 0.03, respectively. The
access to the underside of the window is numerical iterative time step of 0.0001
pnsible and placement of seconds was used for the SDOF
instrumentation can be accomplished. calculation.
The design also allows clearance for The analysis was performed by
videotape equipment to be used in using a reflected pressure-time history,
recording the response of the tes with cle*ring time, for a hemispherical
article. highaexplosive (HE) charge producing a

peak pressure of 52.6 psi. The negative
Static Testing phase peak pressure was -4.0 psi.

Figure 6 shows the calculated pressure-
The window system was subjected to time history,

a hydrostatic pressure that produced . .
failure of the window. Failure is taken
to be the point where the glazing or
window system cannot sustain additional
load, In the test conducted, the
failure mechanism for the window vas the I
glazing slipping from the frame bite.
Vith the data collected on the pressure
and centerpoint deflection, a load-

deflection curve was derived for the
analysis, Figure 5 shows the resistance
function developed from the test data.

-m. em amO 4.m0 4.00 el o Cl t, #M cI'a 6.m4

FL& 6

Utilizing the input data, the SDOF
analysis was conducted.
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DYNAMIC TEST From comparison of the results from the
test, it appears that revision of the

To verify the analysis, a dynamic calculated resistance functions will be
test was conducted on five WES blast required. The test data shows that the

windows. The window clear span openings polycarbonate glazing has a higher

were two - 26-inch by 26-inch, wo - 36- stiffness (resistance) than predicted by

inch by 36-inch, and a 40-inch by 40- the theoretia.al resistance function.

inch. A posttest analysis was performed
The test was conducted and using the data from the 26-inch by 26-

subjected the two 36-inch by 36-inch to inch window. The pressure-time history

an average peak reflective pressure of used in the analysis was the average of

49.2 psi and the two 26-inch by 26-inch the records from the six pressure gages

and the 40-inch by 40-inch windows to an used in the test. From this analysis

average peak reflective pressure of 57.4 the peak centerpoint deflection was

psi. calculated to be 1.58 inches. Although
this comparison is based on one test, it

COMPARISON OF CALCULATED RESPONSE AND is concluded that the proposed procedure

TEST DATA can be used to verify or determine the
blast resistance of a window system.

In determining the dynamic The good agreement between the predicted

response of the three sizes of blast value and actual test data suggests that

windows, an analysis was performed using the resistance function developed from

the static load-deflection curve static testing correctly described the

generated for the 26-inch by 26-inch spring (k) of the SDOF system.

window and a theoretical resistance The poor agreement of the

function calculated for the 36-inch by predicted spring (k) and test response

36-inch and 40-inch by 40-inch windows, data indicatus that the boundary

The theoretical resistance functions conditions are more complicated than
wore generated from equations developed assumed for the theoretical resistance
wn e erence 1. function. This is one area where

The analysis predicted a further studies are needed.

centerpoint deflection of 1,81 inches
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FINITE ELEMENT MODELING OF UNPROTECTED STRUCTURES USED
IN CONVENTIONAL WEAPON EFFECTS TESTS

Mark Amend and Carlos Coe
MSD/ENYW The BDM Corporation

ABSTRACT

Finite element modeling is an analysis
technique which is commonly used in the design and
analysis of structural systems. The approach has
been applied in conventional weapon effects
research particularly in the detailed analysis of
structural subsystems and components. Limited
studies have been conducted using finite element
models to simulate the complete structural system
subjected to conventional weapon effects. This
paper addresses the analysis of three-story pre-
cast and reinforced concrete structures subjected
to interior detonations of general purpose bombs.

TEST SERIES DESCRIPTION

In support of OS tri-service requirements,
AFATL and 3246 Test Wing conducted a test series
which addressed the effects of general purpose air
delivered munitions against standard office
building construction. Specifically, the tests
involved three-story structures: two of which were Figure 1: Test Structure Exterior Perspective
constructed using pre-cast concrete panels and the
third representing cast-in-place reinforced
concrete construction. Figure 1 shows an isometric
view of the test structures while Figure 2
Illustrates the floor layout and building
dlmnsions. All wall elements consisted of 6.inch I -

thick reinforced concrete. The pre-cast panels -r

were assembled and fastened using standard pre-cast
construction techniques including the use of weld
plates as the connection type between panels, T
Figure 2 also shows that each building was
constructed in two segments with a dividing wall in
the center. The only structural connection between
the two building halves was the foundation system.
Separating the buildings into two separate sections IT
allowed testing to be conducted on each building
section.

The tests were conducted using dynamic and L
static placement of the test weapon. For dynamic V

placement tests, a rocket sled track propelled the
weapon into the first floor of the structure, The
weapon fuzing was designed such that the weapon
penetrated the building and detonated in the first
room as shown by the weapon trajectory line In
Figure 2. In the static tests, the event consisted Figure 2: Test .;tructure Floor Plan

of placing the munition in the desired room and
then remotely detonating the weapon.
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In several of the events, the test structures
were instrumented with accelerometers and pressure
transducers. The transducer array was designed to
monitor the weapon loading on the structure,
structural response, and the documentation of the M
interior environment. In addition to the
instrumentation array, exterior and interior
cameras documented the building collapse/damage and
the interior building environment. In selected
events, the test structure interior included office
furniture, computer equipment, and test manniquins.

ANALYSIS OVERVIEW

A p&rdllel effort to the test series was the
finite element modeling of the test structures.
The intent of the study was to identify aspects of Figure 3: First Floor Segment of Test Structure Finite Element
the finite element modeling that seemed promising model
and, more importantly, limitatipns and other areas
requiring further development. A second purpose of
the analytical study was to support the test
instrumentation setup by providing pre-test
predictions.

The analysis effort consisted of two general
phases: pre-test modeling effort and the post-test JW
analysis. The pre-test analysis centered on
providing the pre-test predicting for the
instrumentation system and included the development

systems, and compononts. The pre-test modeling
effort used COSMOS! a general purpose finite
element code. The post-test analysis focused on
analyzing selected substructure systems and
components using ADINA2  (Automatic Dynamic
Incremental Nonlinear Analysis) finite element
code, The post-test analysis included nonlinear
material models and direct comparisons with test
results.

Figure At First Three M4Oe Shapes For Will Panel Subsystem

PRE-TEST ANALYSIS

The primary task in the pre-test analysis was During the development of the finite element
the development of finite element models for the models, free-vibration tests were conducted on the
entire structure, substructure systems, and test structures, The free-vibration tests

components. Figure 3 shows the first floor segment consisted of the static loading of the test
of the entire structure finite element structure at a selected location and then suddenly
representation, The models were developed using unloading the structure. The free-vibration
COSMOS interactive environment and were constructed response of the structure was observed by an
using wall and floor panels as the basic building accelerometer transducer array. The pull-tests
blocks for the mesh. Connectivity between the wall allowed the direct observation of building
and floor panel finite element blocks replicated substructure natural frequencies. The natural
the connection between the wall and floor panels in frequencies observed compared well with the natural
the pre-cast test structure. For the cast-in-place frequencies computed by the finite element model.
structure model, the finite element mesh
represented a monolithic structural system. The The final effort of the pre-test analysis was
substructure models represented a series of wall or to predict the structural response for the
floor panels while the component models consisted acceleration transducer array. The analysis
of single wall or floor panels, In each ca5e. the consisted of estimating blast loading on the
natural frequencies and mode shapes of the finite structure caused by the weapon detonation and using
element models were determined. Figure 4 shOws the the modal representation of the structure to
firs5t three mode shapes of a substructure syLm predict peak structural accelerations at the
consisting of three wall panels. transducer locations. The blast loading were
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estimated using an empirical approach which using
an initial impulse loading equal to the first three T !"
reflections of the blast and a time varying
pressure load equal to the pseudo-static confined
blast pressure.

WEAPON EFFECTS TESTS

The weapon effects tests conducted on the test
structures provided excellent information regarding 1
the general vulnerabilities of the two construction
types tested, collapse mechanisms for pre-cast and
cast-in-place structures, blast pressure
propagation through unprotected facilities.
structural response, and interior environment Figure 5: Interior Detonation on Test Structure
definition. Figure 5 shows the interior detonation
of the test munition on the test structure while
Figure 6 shows a typical interior pressure time Ano 3 Is MA of ,,. 31-, 4 W ,,.,,M.?
history recorded during the test series. The test ,
data was used extensively in the post-test analysis ,- 
which is discussed in the next section.

POST-TEST ANALYSIS

The post-test analysis centered on the
analysis of selected substructure systems and
components monitored during the test series with
active instrumentation. The finite element
modeling described in this section was accomplished
using ADINA. The analysis included linear and
nonlinear material models as well as the
elemination of structural connections and elements
during the loading event. The analysis used the . ...
pressure loading measured during the test series 4 . . 4 ". 0" 0..

(Figure 5) and standard time integration methods to
predict the response of structural subsystems,
components, and connections. Figure 6 shows a Figure 6. Typical Interior Pressure Time History
typical response of wall panel section subjected to
an airblast loading.

For the pre-cast construction, the weak points
or failure modes centered on the panel connections ,,
and the collapse of the floor panels, For the
cast-In-place construction, the predicted failure
mode followed the classic shear and flexural ,44,
failure. Shear failures are localized near the
explosive source while flexural iailure is more
widespread, In the vicinity of the explosive
source, the finite element representations in both
cases (pre-cast and cast-in-place) quickly exceed
the model limitations but the models do approximate
when the structural component or connection fails
(given the correct failure stresses or forces),
Future analytical efforts should focus on ADINA'5
capability to kill elements and Incrementally ittt, tU t t, t * A.foj,, ) O44J

progress through a collapse event. Reasonable
micro- to macro- models could be used to predict
and evaluate conventional weapon effects against
structures provided that key empirical models 4re
incorporated Into the analysis process.
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estimates for the instrumentation system. The
post-test analysis demonstrated failure modes which
were not obvious from the test results, It is
clear that an appropriate level of finite element
modeling enhances conventional weapon tests against
structures particularly in the pre-test stages.
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DCIAYED VENTIING OF INTUNAL BLASTS
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ABSTRACT: When calculating internal blat loads Panel connections. which are usually designed to

for chambers having frangible panels covering vent fail quickly, ara ignored. FNANG has been shown

opening, it may be necessary to consider the to produ e good estiuates of internal blest loads

effect of the pael connections on the venting for these 'onditions.

initiation time. If the panel connections This paper addresses a condition in which

temporarily resist failure., the onset of venting venting is dalay, d because the frengible panel
can be ctgnificantly delayed. This delay will caonmtions momntartly resist failure. A similar

result In a Steater internal loading than would be application, not addressed In this , is one

calculated if the pael connection, failed in which a chamber all. not specifically designed

instantaneously. This paper presents a sethod, as a vent area but known to be considerably weaker

coupled with eXisting analytical coputor codes. than the reat of the chaber. may fail as a
that will predict the time at which panel frangible panel. In both cases. if n estimate of

connections fail and the esult g nternal bleat the reaction capacity of the panel or wal can be

1Q". obtained, then the method presented in this paper
would be useful for estiating the Internal load.
A general utl.ns of the method will be presented
first. followed by en illustrated exampla of the

IMMORIOI method end compatisona with actual test results.
An inteml exploaton typically produes a

complex load composed of highly trmnisat saltiple LUC Of itAUD VEWINC O 1t KALAST WADS
shock pressures and a 0elattely log duratien gas hen pawl comnnctions do not fail
pressure. In a closed chamber, these pressures immdtately, venting is delayed, This delay an
cen be structurally dadsia. 1hote. to help cause a significant increase in rhe intei nl
reduc inteml proesurt", opentgs are sometimes loading by confining the blast abd allowing the
provided to quickly vent e Pressures out of the as prossuts to build up to a hihetr level before
cihmber. lorlly, these openAineve covered venting to Initiated, Note that this to a
with a fraftibla panl that offers ointoel different type of delay than that caused by f
resistance to blast presares. The afiecttvness rtoeased panel as descrted above, A recessed
of the Vent opening tn the reduction of Internlu pae l ses no CAlculacional ptoble for the MWI
Prelssures Is dependent om the response of the code because the panel is *till asmed to begin
Irafgible panel. uovilt under the Lafluenes of the initial shock

franible panels are t.vvically lightvailht tipulae. For the came when pantl comections
and break aWy without stnificantly confinifg the cause the delay. a structural clculotivn is
internal blast. Use pnal Conetios are usually required to determine the time at wbhith the
dasigNe to fail. m6iment of the panel is cotections fail wW panel s swoemnt begins.
asume to begin with the 4trival of the initial Calculating the internal load in thase cases

shock psuare. tw p Ansl Movemsnt produetsm a involves several steps ad caxnot presently be
variable vent area that inresses from tro tO a d6e usirg single computer code. For
meimi as the panel moves away from the rpening. discusiohm in this paper, 4delayd Vencing" Vill.
fot the particutar case io which the panel is be used to Identify eases In which panel
recassed within the vent *pening. variable enting connections do not fail instantanebusly. Alsa,
do" not initiate Util the panel has moved ,he. "tie ot failure vil be used to rotr tO the
distaco of the reces. Tancreto am vlet's time t whichl the penal connections do tail.
(0eafence 1) have ptaaenftd a method for
calculting the Internal pressure detay wbhen C TLjIA TINE OF PAMLUU An Ts IT WMt.AL LOAD
variable venting occurs. includiv the effect at a A primary point tn calculating internal blast
rcessed panl. in this method, available from loads for delayed venting is to determine the tie
the 1Cavl Civil Engineering LAboritorY cm a of coneotton failure. Once the time of railute
microcomputer program celled RA . the franible is known. the ptessurs ttae-htstory can be easily
pael is treated as a rigid plate that constructed using existing computer coes.
accelerates ubder ti ectioc of tte Internal load. Calculating the time of failute requires
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consIderation of uhe airblast load function and SDOF displacement time-history, D(t), is
the flexural resistance of the panel, both of calculated well past the time of expected panel
which are functions of time. The internal load is connection failure. This displacement time-
calculated in two segments, ona before and one histnry is used in Step 3 to calculate the
after the panel connection failure. The two resistance time-history, R(t), of the panel.
segments are then joined together to form the
total estimated airbla-t load funtion. STEP 3: CALCULATE THE TIME AT WHICH PANEL

The method presented employs four computer CONNECTIONS FAIL
programs. In addition to the FRANG program FAILTIME first constructs a resistance time-
mentioned above, the following programs are used: history, R(t), using the SDOF displacement time-
BLASTINW. an internal blast code (Reference 2), history, D(t), from Step 2 and the flexural
SDOF, a single-degree-of-freedom dynamic repistance function, K(d), of the panel. Then
structural analysis code (Reference 3), and FAILTIME constructs the dynamic reaction, V(t), by
FAILTIME, a code which interfaces with SDOF to solving
calculate the time of panel connection failure
(Reference 4). V(t) - a(P(t)] + b(R(t)] (Equation 1)

The method involves five major steps and
requires a working knowledge of single degree of (Reference 6) using the resistance time-history,
freedom equivalent system analytical procedures. R(t), and the closed chamber pressure time-
A thorough discussion of dynamic structural history, P(t), from Step I. In this equation, "a"
response and SDOF analysis is found in References and "b* are coefficients that vary according to
5 and 6. In the steps that follow, no attempt is whether the response is elastic or plastic.
sad. to list all of the assumptions and Once the dynamic reaction, V(t), is
limitations of the four codes used. This known, the time at which the panel connections
information can be obtained by contacting the fail can be determined. The connections are
parties referenced for each code. assumed to fail when the dynamic reaction, V(t),

at the ends of the panel exceeds the connection
STEP 1: CALCULATE INTERNAL LOAD FOR CLOSED CHAMBER capacity, V(max), of the connections. The

If it is assumed that the pressure time- connection capacity is the largest dynamic
history prior to the time of failure is identical reaction that can be sustained by the panel
to the pressure time-history in a closed chamber connections before failure occurs. When one of
up to that point in time, then the BLASTINvi code several modes of failure are possible (for
can be used to quickly construct the first segment example, bolt failure in shear or tension, anchor
of the load function. The Zirst step is to run pullout, concrete breakout, etc.), the connection
BLASTINW for a closed chamber identical to the capacity is based on the mode of failure requiring
actual chamber with the exception that venting is the least reaction. The dynamic reaction, V(t),
not allowed. This calculation produces a pressure at one end of the panel is calculated in units of
time-history, P(t), for a fully contained force (pounds). The connection capauity, V(max),
explosion without any decay associated with must also be expressed in units of force. After
venting. At this point, che venting initik:ion entering the connection capacity, V(max), FAILTIME
time is unknown, checks to see if the connection capacity was

This closed chamber preseure time-history, exceeded by the dynamic reaction, V(t). By
P(t), will be used to drive the .alculations in plotting the dynamic reaction, V(t), with the
Steps 2 and 3 until the time of failure is constant connection capacity, V(max), a
determined. It is necessary to integrate the determination can be made as to when and if the
closed chamber pressure tiAe-history, P(t), to panel connection failed.
obtain the impulse time-history, I(t), for use in FAILTIME is written for simply supported,
Step 4. In Step 4 the FRANG code will be used to uniformly loaded, one-way panels. Future
calculate the decaying gas pressura time-history, revisions of the FAILTIME code will allow
Pg(t), resulting from variable venting following treatment of panels having all four sides
the time of failure. Finally, in Step 5 the supported.
closed chamber pressure time-history will be
truncated at the time of failure, and the decaying STEP 4! VARIABLE VENTING CALCULATION
segment of the pressure time-history from Step 4 With an estimate for the time at which the
will be appended to construct the final estimated panel connections will fail, the FRANG code can be
pressure time-history within the chamber, used to calculate the gas pressure decay. Pg(t),

in t- chamber as the panel moves away from the

STEP 2: CALCUIATE THE DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF THE open..6 and venting occurs. To do this the
PANEL impulse acting on the panel at the time the panel

The panel is analyzed using the SVOF code to connections fail. I(fail), must be obtained from
determine the panel center displacement time- the closed chamber impulse time-history, 1(t),
history, D(t), using as input the closed chamber from Step 1. This is the impulse that is used by
pressure time-history, P(t), of Step 1; the FRANG to accelerate the panel. (In a standard
flexural resistance function of the panel, K(d); FRANG calculation, when there is no delay of
and the mass of the panel. The resistance venting caused by the panel connections, the

function, K(d), is the variation in panel flexual initial shock impulse is used to accelerate the
resistance with displacement. The panel panel). After additional input, including the
connections are assumed infinitely stroeg. The equiialent charge weight, the panel weight, and
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dimensional parameters of the chamber and vent time-history and the structural properties of the
area, FRANC calculates the gas pressure time- panel, SDOF calculated the displacement time-
history, Pg(t), as it decays to zero. histury, D(t), of the panel. The SDOF input and

resulting displacement time-history are shown in
STEP 5: CONSTRUCTION OF THE TOTAL PRESSURE TIME- Figures 2 and 3, respectively. FAILTIME then
HISTORY constructed the resistance time-history, R(t),

As stated earlier, for delayed venting the (Figure 4) using the flexural resisrance function,
FRANC calculation represents only that segment of K(d), and the displacement time-history, D(t).
the pressure time-history consisting of the With the resistance time-history, R(t), and the
pressure decay following the time of failure. The closed chamber pressure time-history, P(t),
BLASTINW calculation, P(t), from Step 1, based on a FAILTIME then solved Equation 1 for the dynamic
closed chamber, does not include the effects of reaction, V(t). In Figure 5, the dynamic
venting. Therefore, the final step is to truncate reaction, V(t), is compared to the connection
the closed chamber pressure time-history, P(t), at capacity, V(max), of the panel, The calculated
the estimated time of failure and then append the dynamic reaction builds and eventually exceeds the
FRANC decaying pressure time-history, Pg(t), at connection capacity about 48 msec after detonation
this point to construct the final estimate of the of the explosive. Since the connection capacity
total internal blast loading, was barely exceeded, a conservative estimate for

the time of failure was taken as 55 msec.
COPARISON OF CALCULATIONS WITH TEST RESULTS

The following example compares calculations ,I
from the five-step method of analysis and actual
test results. An explosive charge was detonated
inside a ohamber having a volume of approximately
2,600 cubic feet and one vent area of 120 square
feet. The opening was covered with a parel having
an approximate weight of 0.20 psi. The panel
meanured 10 feet high by 12 feet wide and was
connected only across the top and bottom edges.
The panel was considered to have one-way action in
flexure and simple supports. An 18-inch-wide
section of the panel was analyzed. This section
had an estimated conection capacity, V(mai), at
each end of 25,200 pounds based on combined shear
and tensile stresses in the panel connections. In
the following discussion, reference to the O- 20.0
"backwallO will identify the chamber wall opposite Oiplacement - Inches
the vent area.

Calculations were made, following the five Load Mass Factor a 0.7
steps outlined above. First, using the actual Critical Damping Ratio - 0.2
test chamber dimensions, charge data, etc.. Unload Slope = 30.19 psi/Inch
5IASTW calculated the average pressure time- Unit mass - 0.000512 Ibasec2/Inch 3
history, P(t), on the baakwall a if venting had
not occurred; that is, for a closed chamber Figure 2. Resistance function &ad SDOF Input
(Figure 1). Using this closed chamber pressure

3000 70 is O
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0 10 PO 30 40 so 6 050I0o too 0 t o o 40 0 0700 0 o too
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Fipute 1. BLASTIN closed chmber pressure Lima- Vigure 3. SDOF displacement tias-history
history
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30 the highly transient shock pressures are

R(t) superimposed. Figure 9 is a comparison of the

calculated and measured average impulse time-
histories on the backwall. The calculated and

measured maximum impulses compare well. The

-- -calculated maximum impulse (2,075 psi-msec)
20\"exceeds the measured maximum impulse (1,830 psi-

msec) by a factor of only 1.13. It is interesting
to note that the difference in the calculated
maximum impulse between the delayed (2,075 psi-

maec) and instantaneous (750 psi-maec)
0connection failure is a factor of 2.4. This

observation stresses the importance of carefully

considering the time of connection failure when

calculating internal loads.
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Figure 6. FlAC ga" pressure decay time-history
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Figure 5. Comparison of FAILTIE dynamic reaction 50

with estimated reaction capacity 40

The Iampune at the time of failure, I(fail), 30
Vqual to 1,750 Psi-SIaee, VAN stimated from the
closed chamber impulse tlme-hbisory, t(t), Itn 90
Figure 1. 1,..s impulse and ocher panel end charge
data ve entered into nWC to calculate the
decay Of the gee pressure, Fg(t), in the chamber 10
after the time Of failure. This segment of the
pressure tiet-hltory ti shown in Fig re 6. 0
Finally. the closed chamber pressure time-history.
P(M, Van truncated at the eatimated tine of -0
failure, and the gee pressure tIne-history decay. 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 o g00 10
F$(t), Was appended (Figure 7) co obtain the final e - MCC
estimate of the total internal Loading.

A typIcal recorded pressure adi mpulse tase-
history on the backall from the actual test is FLg, 7. Total estiaated pressure tim-history
shown in Figure 6. The gas pressure rise within
the chadber Is clearly discernable as a lon
dutation swell between 15 and 100 asec on vbich
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CONCLUSIONS
2000 - 140 With good engineering judgment, the method

loc--12 presented can be used to calculate internal loads
for a variety of venting situations not treated

1600 - before. With a good understanding of dynamic
t00 structural analyses and internal blast phenomena,140-the engineer can produce good approximations for

internal loads when the initiation of venting is
1200 dependent on the delayed failure time of the

60 panel.
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In addition, high-speed photography shows 196 .
that panel movement began at approximately 50 Maec,
which cempares well with the calculated 55 mat
delay time.

Therefore, the five.step method provided a
good estimate of the time of failure and the
internal bleat loading in the chamber.

Although not presented herein, this method
was also used to predict the time of failure and
internal load for another test hawing the same
type panel but a lower connection capacity. The
method correctly predicted a time of failure of 20
maSc. To help put the effect of venting delay in
perspective, comparison of the maxim-, Lpulse
from these two tests reveals an approximate 40
percent increase by delaying the time of failure
from 20 to 50 mas.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we further Investigate the role wave approximation" and the low frequency effects
of Structure Medium Interaction (SMI) on burled where the motion of the structure and fluid are
structure response. A simple SMI model can be acting inphase.
constructed from applying the boundary condition
between the soil and structure that requires con- It was demonstrated by Drake, et al. (1), that
tinuity of both stress and displacement at the a simple SMI model can be constructed from
soil structure interface. Exploiting these simple applying the boundary condition between the soil
boundary conditions, coupled with a simple model and structure that requires continuity of both
of the structural deflection, a set of differen- stress and displacement at the soil structure
tial equations that represent the response of a Interface. Exploiting these simple boundary con-
buried structure to explosively produced loading ditions, coupled with a simple model of the struc-
are derived. Limiting cases are developed for tural deflection, a set of differential equations
flexible, perfectly plastic structures to fully that represent the response of a buried structure
demonstrate the interaction between the Incident to explosively produced loading were developed.
ground shock loading and the structural defor- The equations have direct analogy to the familiar
mation. It is shown that deformation is con- single degree-of-freedom (SOOF) system with
trolled by applied stress and displacement of the damping and are easily solved by analytical and
soil. For very flexible walls, it is shown that numerical means. A comparison of mid-span deflec-
the wall separates from the soil very early in tions measured on buried wall explosive tests and
time, and the solution degenerates to the familiar computations using this simple model was within
impulsive load response case. :30 percent of experiments.

In this paper, we further investigate the role
INTRODUCTION of S! on buried structure response. Limiting

cases are developed for flexible, perfectly
Structure medium interaction (SMI) effects plastic structures to fully demonstrate the

play an important role in the response of buried interaction between the Incident ground shock
protective structures when subjected to ground loading and the structural deformation. It is
shock loading from conventional weapons. The shown that, to first order, deformation is
influence can be profound for highly flexible controlled by both the incident stress and the
structures, with the effect diminishing as the displacement of the soil. For very flexible
structure becomes rigid, Several papers have walls, it is shown that the wall separates from
appeared in the recent literature, for example, the soil very early in time, and the solution
Drake, Frank and Rochefort (1), Nimun and degenerates to the familiar impulsive load
Weldlinge,' (2) and (3), that have Incorporated SM! response case.
models In the design of buried structures.

PROBLEM DEFINITION
While the application of SNI models has only

recently been introduced into the design of pro- A formulation of the SRI model is given by
tective structures, the role of SN on the Drake, et al. (1) by a combination of simple wave
response of embedded structures has been propagation theory in the soil and rigid body
recognized for more than a century. For example, mechanisms in the struct*oe. Boundary conditions
Rayleigh (4) studied the radiation field produced of continuity of both stress and displacement be-
by plane sound waves impinging on rigid and tween the soil and structire are imposed for a $1I
gaseous spherical inclusions. The designs of model. At the interface,
naval structures (i.e., submarines and ships) have
used the Taylor plate models and plane wave oi - off + or (1)
Interaction models since World War I. Perhaps
the most widely used formulation is the Doubly where oi is the interface stress, off is the
Asymptotic Approximation (DAA) developed by Geers incident free-field stress and or is the
(6) that embodies both the high frequency *plane reflected stress from the structure. Also at the
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boundary, continuity of displacements requires Thus the maximum velocity that the structure can
that obtain is twice the free-field particle velocity

incident to the structure. It can also be seen
Vff - Vr * (2) from Eq. 3 that the interface stress is reduced to

the resistance at the time that the maximum veloc-
where Vff is the particle velocity associated ity Is reached.
with off , Vr is the reflected particle velocity
and 6 is the velocity of the structure, The The role of the properties of the backfill
equation of motion for the structural motion is material can be investigated parametrically by

exploring the response of a perfectly plastic
o1 a psLU + R(u) (3) system. This solution is eas to obtain and can

be used to illustrate the salient features of the
where Ps is the mass density of the structure, L SMI problem. Detailed integration of Eq. 3 with
is the structure thickness, and R(u) is the complex resistance functions are In good agreement
resistance per unit area. For an elastic- with the simple bounding solutions.
perfectly plastic structure

SOLUTIONS FOR PERFECTLY PLASTIC RESPONSE

R(u) fKu u<Up (4) Consider a perfectly plastic structure with a
Rmax u > up constant resistance function,

Using the relationship 
R-max

Eq. 6 is easily integrated to giveOr•PC~r (5)
t

where p is the mass density and c is the prop- 0(t) • I fEoff + pcVff - Rmax) e-n(t'%) dt (9)
agation velocity of the soil and incorporating ft
the boundary conditions, Eqs. 1, 2, and 4, results 

7 o

in the expression where n * pc/rn and m-* psL.
psLU + pcd + R(u) a off + pcVff (6) weenap/ n s

The free-field stress and velocity time

which is the equation of motion for the structure histories can be estimated as (for example, see
that includes the interaction effect. Strictly Reference 6)
speaking, Eq. 5 is for a linear soil, but for real
soils, the stress and velocity time histories have Off a pcVoe - a
different waveforms during unloading. Note that
the SMI effect manifests Itself as a damping tem Vff a yea-ot
related to the radiation damping provided by the
reflected wave from the structure. Also note that where a * tic , P - 1/2.5 a and r is the

distance to the structure from the explosion.
Ofax , pcVffmax (7) Note that a simpler form of the velocity pulse is

assumed here to facilitate the integration.
at shock Impingement on the structure. Thus the Hence,
initial reflection factor is two times the inci-
dent stress which arises from the tacit assumption 0 I (G-Qt.e-nt) + 1 (e-ot.et)
that the structure is moving as a rigid body. As 0  qi7r
pointed out in Reference 1, substituting a reflec- - & (1_0t)
tion factor based on acoustic wave propagation
theory in place of the factor of two will not con- omux
serve momentum In this model. Also, the reflec-
tion factor produced by this model can be as low Where 01ax * pcV o
as one -- depending on the rise time of the inci-
dent stress pulse. Limiting-Casen )>) > 0

Note that during the early phase of the For most flexible structures, q >> a >
response when R(u)-O , then Eq. 3 is oi sa pLU , That Is, the response time of the structure mass
showing the interface stress is simply the accel- is much less than the duration of the free-field
eration of the structure times the mass. However, stress duration. For this case, as t > 1/q
the stress quickly decays as the structure is eqt * 0 , the wall velocity becomes
rapidly accelerated to the particle velocity of
the soil at the interface. The maximum structural
velocity occurs when U a 0 a e-t e  -- x (12)

OW a 2 Vff - R/pc (8) Vo 0mx
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From this expression it can clearly be seen that Thus, we note that the structural vesponse for
the structure velocity simply follows the velocity flexible structures is dominated 'W; ths motion of
history of the free-field stress and particle the free-field incident to the structure. To
velocity components. first order, the structure velocity quickly

obtains and maintains the particle velocity of the
The displacement of the structure can be soil. The effect of the structure resistance is

easily obtained by integrating Eq. 12 as to reduce this velocity by a constant amount.

From the free-field ground shock equations, it

u - Vo (1-e-at) +V"o (1-e-S) - Rmax t (13) is noted that at a constant standnff distance,

a- PCv o a constant

Note that the free-field displacement Is 0max a pc (15)

Uff S Vo (1-8e't) 
uff a 1/c

Thus a tradeoff in -the design and backfill proper-
ties is suggested. High quality backfill

and that a - 2.50 , so that ths displacement of materials will exhibit higtmir c values, resultin3
the structure is following the displacement of the in lower free-field displacaents, but higher
soil, to first order. incident stresses. As shown in figure 1, varying

the resistance provides only a modest decrease in
Thus for the case of Rmax/pc << Vo , the maxi- the peak deflection.

mum displacement of the structure is clearly
bounded by Limiting Case for Cavitation at Interface

UMAx S uff (1+c) (14) For very flexible structures (LID = 10), the
structure mass i very quickly accele-ated to

where e a 0/a < 1 . Of course for very resistant velocities approaching twice the fre: leld par-
structures the displacements fall below this ticle velocity. In these cases, tenson can devel-
bound, provided that the resistance is sufficient op at the soil-structure interface, resulting in
to maintain contact between the soil and structure the structure being spalled or separated from the
at the interface. soil. Rejoining with the soil may occur later in

time, depending oil the aecay characteristics of
Drake, et al. (1) demonstrated this by pare- the Incident pu~ie and the structure resistance.

metric calculations and plotted the results as It can be shown from the solutions obtained In Eq.
shown In figure 1 for 0 a a . It can be seen 9-11, that
that the maximum deflection is proportional to the
free-field displacements over a wide range of ot a 2 off vn t

input conditions. The dashed lines indicate where
the structure separates from the soil, as dis- for very early times. Therefore, from Eq. 3,
cussed in the next section. -

-4 - _ _MV 2 *'pcVO1-flt- Rmax
• , and

13 "0 2 Vo -Rmaxt/m (16)

i / Y'ere m Ps* . The peak displacement occurs in
2.o - s case aseacatlme, t m 2Vom/Rmax , and gives

1.6 -ma --- e / "'*..u~- V2  (17)

. which is the familiar impulse response of plastic

0. The expressi n in Eq. 8 can be improved some-

0. what by using the peak velocity of the wal! as
given by Eq. 8, and estimating the time of peakFUE-FILD STUSSIUSSTOU fo x velocity as

Figure 1. Maximum deflection of a perfectly
plastic SOOF with SNI model from * -RMX/2o (
Drake, et al. (1). tmax X (PRm aC+ x
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which gives

--ax X 2"max/max (19)
o 1 + anipc 1 o RESDUAL

1 0 ISIDALL

Thus a better estimate of the peak displacement Is FAXIMUN

(20 s 7 
_S - -EACH

Umax m2 (maxOmax) (20) , n

Criteria for the cavitation at the interface ! 6

can be established from Eq. 12. The interface

stress can be calculated from Eq. 3 noting that S

resulting In the expression 1 HAY IPENT

.• a R - mV0 (et + 0e-t) (21) I

In order to remain in contact with the soil, 0 1 2 3 4 1 1 a £ 9 to 11 12

oi > 0 , which requires OUIURV ROTATIO (MAKS)

- X Vo a (e-at + P/a e-t) (22) Figure 2. Comparison of calculated and observed
In rotation for buried wall tests from

ODrke, at al. (1).

For purposes of developing an 
estimate, note that

a a cr and P - a/2.5 so that

- or Mg t (23) by the theory; namely, (a) the rapid decay of the
r max pr interface stress following the initial peak, (b)

peak interface stress that was only slightly
Thus tO avoid cavitation and minimize the struc- higher than the incident peak stress due to the
ture deflection, the ratio of the resistance to finite risetime of the Input pulse, (c) in some
the Incident stress must be greater then the ratio cases, separation (i.e., o - 0) At the soil
of mass of the structure to the mass of the soil structure interface, (d) late time interface
between the structure and the explosion, stresses that approach the structural resistance,

(e) and, most importantly, the deflections were
Therefore, in the case of very flexible struc- accurately calculated by a simple handbook ideal1-

tures where cavitation is the dominant response zation of the structure.
mode, the maximum deflection is largely Independent
of the soil medium, Increasing somewhat for high In these tests, the slabs with length to
velocity solis as the tam R/pc becomes sail. thickness ratios of 10 wart observed to separate

from the soil shortly after the shock arrival.
COMPARISON WITH TESTS AND CALCULATIONS Peak rotations at the support calculated by Eq. 20

is shown In figure 3 compared with the observed
A number of buried structure tests were con- rotations. It can be seen that the calculations

ducted by the U. S. Army Engineer Waterways compare favorably with the test results for the
Experiment Station in support of the U. S. Air charge parallel to the wall. Departure from the
Force Engineering and Services Center (7). The theory can be explained on the variation In the
tests, as reported by Daylot, used slabs with weapon effects due to weapon orientation. Lower
length to thickness ratios of S And 10, and varied deformations were observed for weapons orientated
the weapon position to sustain different damage in an end-on configuration and larger for a ver-
levels. Calculated wall deflections using the SNI tical orientation.
model described in this paper were shown to be
within 30 percent 2f the observed deflections Another case that of cavitation dominating the
(see figure 2). All of the salient features structural response is clearly shown by a para-
observed in the tests were successfully predicted metric study by Weidlinger and Hinman (3). Their
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__ __.........._ _ _ SUMMARY

A SMI model Is proposed that accurately models
the interface condition between a structure and
soil. During the loading phase, continuity of

A- . both stress and displacement between tha soil and
structure was maintained., Resulting equations of
motion for this system resemble those of a SOOF

-. system with damping. However, the damping term is
the result of satisfying the stated boundary con-
ditions and is not related In any way to viscous

~ D or frictional damtpingj effects.
B It was shown that interface stress Is highly

dependent upon the Inertial effects and the
deflection of the structural section. For many

-important cases, the interface stress approaches
zero within twenty-five transit times through the
structural section and then slowly approaches the1 xe i structural velocity cannot exceed twice

mum m,..t--.M tne Incident free-field particle velocity even for
Figure 3. Comparison of calculated and observed very low resistance structures. In contrast,

rotation of buried wall tests using current design methods which apply the free-field
equation 20. stresses directly as the interface stress violate

the basic displacement boundary condition and
example is that of a 53-inch-thick slab with a cause the structure element to be accelerated to
span of 42 feet and resistaf.ce of ax 45 psi velocities far greater than physically possible.
subjected to a partially coupled (fu0.4) weapon at
the ground surface. The weapon yisld was 1014 lbs A comparison of theoretical results with
of TNT, while the backfill soil was sand, with a burled wall experiments is excellent. Calculated
pe a 22 psi/fps, c a 1000 fps and n a 2.75 . wall deflections were within +30 percent of those
For the problem considered the incident 7tress was observed in tests. Interface stresses were
about 185 psi, which resulted in a maximum com- accurately predicted as well. The theory is
puted displacement of 2.9 inches. easily solved for any structure and incident

loading by analytical methods or numerically on
Using Eq. 20, we obtain umx a 2.4 in. which desktop or programmable calculators.

Agrees well with the more exact solution.

Both SDOF And finite element (FE) model solu-
tions were developed in Reference 3 for this
structure In several soil types, as shown in
figure 4. From the bounds developed in Eq. 23,

!x> 0.315

in order to prevent the slab from separating fromaton0
the soil, In the baseline case, Rm a • n-275
45/185 a 0.24 , so this clearly faIts the lest.
As the soil is varied, the maximum particle veloc-
ity at a given range is nearly constant while
the maximum stress increases proportional to pc- SOOF COMPUTATION
Therefore for soils with c > 750 fps , the inci- F. Ep COMPUTATION
dent stress can always cause cavitation, and the
bounding solution should provide good results.

Peak displacements estimated from Eq. 20 are
also shown In comparison to the SDOF and FE com- _ _____________fp_

putations in f ure 2. Since we are not certain ,p oo _ o u
about the details of how the material was modeled
in (3) for the variation in c ,we provide two LoadkWave Vekxi ,fps
curves, one for n a 2.75 and n • 2.5, which bound
the computations. The simple, impulse load esti-
mate is very close to the FE calculation for the n Figure 4. Maximum deflection computed by Eq. 20
a 2.75 curve up to c v 3000 fps. For higher compared with S0OF and FE analysis of
values of c , it appears that the attenuation a buried wall, from Weidlinger and
coefficient was varied to a value of n a 2.5 at c Hnman (3).

5000 fps.
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U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station

Vicksburg, Mississippi

ABSTRACTt

Soil-Structure Interaction is an important consideration in calculating

the respons. of buried structures to blast effects. Results from the Shallow-
Buried Structures (SBS) research program, which is sponsored by the Defense

Nuclear Agency, have shown that typical buried command and control type

structures can survive as much as tenfold greater peak overpressure from a
nuclear weapon than wag thought possible. The unexpected hardness of the

buried structures resulted primarily because the effects of soil-4tructure

interaction had been underestimated. Data from the SDS research have resulted

in significant revisions in vulnerability computational methods and in our

estimates of buried structure vulnerability to nuclear weapons.

In attempts to extrapolate the analytical methods developed in the SOS

research program to compute buried structural response to conventional

weapons, there is a great deal of un4ertainty because of the localized loading

and response from conventional weapons. For example, the curves shown in

figure 1e indicate about the ease predicted structural response in d beckfili

with low seismic velocity (about 1,000 fps), but show a considereble

diiftrence in predicted structural response at higher seismic velocities.

There are many structures in backfiLls with higher seismic velocities,

especially in Europe. Also,. if backfill type does not affect structural

-From l , 'Eva E,, and Weidlinger, P. Proceeding fron International
Symposiui on Interaccion of Non-NucLear numitions with Structures, Mannheim,

West Cerwny. 1987.
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response, a considerable cost savings could be realized in future construction

projects by not requiring a select backfill.

Unfortunately, there are very Little data from conventional weapon tests

on buried structures in backfill eaterials with seismic velocities outside the
range of about 800 to 1.500 fps. Tho differences indicated by the curves in

Figure 1 have recently assumed a great*er importaned, since the analytical

methods from the Army Technical Manual 5-855-1 predict increasing structural

response with increasing seismic velocity, and analytical methods in a new

draft Air Force design manuel predict structural response to be very nearly

independent of seismic velocity.

This paper will review the applicable theory, evaluate the analytical

methods depicted by the curves in Figure 1, and compare predictions using

these methods with Che limited data base available.
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REINFORCED AND PRECAST CONNECTIONS UNDER CLOSE-IN EXPLOSIONS

T. Krauthamer and M. DeSutter

D4prtmnt of Civil and Mineral Engineering
University of Minnesota. U.S.A.

Load Definition

The magnitude and time pulse history of the
blast load were determined through

USinterpolation of data shown in Coltharp,

eTeaprsonss of V a pt. al.(1985). A 20" wide strip was
Goe oetpons uder thed liat~nd Ofs 41 isuperimposed on the proposed pressure grid
detonation sefects has been studied. pical at the worst case location. The pressure
comation details bere anlyzed by the fnice was then converted to a concentrated load
%esnc thods and their perfonsabye under which will act on the 0n of a cantilever

element mehods anthei l ieroads uiebenam. The resultant peak load was set at
e'vluated. Obt dration lncs in ths bshariU 2451 kips, Based on the saxie report, the
cvx eamed, bse esin rise time to first peak was set at 0.04wee examivwd, and aubsequant design a. Teduain fpotvepeue

wifl etions were shon to corect the response. sec, The duration of positiv pressure

The procedure for evluatin severe) ke*- and was *at at 0.53 Rate,

tee-Joint& io proesenaed and discussed.
cosendations sarw provided for the design of QonnqgStojels

511th CotioU Ten connection details were analyzed for

their struotaral integrity under blast
loadinq.

The analysis yes completed with a finite
eleam t code SAPSON 2 uritten by Schreyer,
at. al.(1904). Th.is code utilizes a
consti~utive concrete danage model writton
by Stevens and Krauthainer (I900) at the
University of Minnesota. In the
compression domain the model utilizes a
comb.nation of plasticity and continuam
davage mchanics theories with 6 nonlocal

Usually, cohnections ar assumed to be definition Of a scaler damage variable to
rigid systems which allows the adf ining model strain softeninq. In tonsile regions
elements to develop their full potential. a nonassociatod flov rule with associated
ltover, it the connections are not moditication in used. This procedure vill
designed adequately that will not be the accurately predict strength states for
case, and the sttrutcturn will fail tension and shier while holding dilational
presturely.. Lzaaple of this type -of strains to A vin mu and elimintting the
behavior are many as discussed in possibility of spontaneous energy
(Krtuthammer. 190), whete i t as shown generation. The concrete was modeled with
that ftoor-arct jointe exhibited m'jor a mash composed Ot quadrt ht 8 node
damage. Despite the tact that thesm rectangular and 6 node tria qular elements.
sttuctures were tested under a simulated Thu mesh element size was refined until a
nuclear edvironment, similar modes at chonge ir stress of 54 or less was observed
behvior cbuld exist under localized between adjacent elements. This mesh was
detcnations. Recent studies on the then coapared to a further refined mesh
modeling of concrete behavior under high with a stress deviation of 50 or less
tate load effects at the University of recorded at identical points. The steel
Minnesota have made it posSible to reinforcement was modeled using bar
accurately analyte connections suibeited to elemnt. connected to the idline nodes of
this type ot loading. the concrete clmtants.



The adequacy of this procedure was checked Below is a brief summary of each connection
by modeling reinforced concrete beams and and it's reinforcement details. All
comparing the results to those measured connections represent a slice (or
experimentally by Feldman and Siess (1958). thickness) of 20", reinforcement yield

BEAM strength of 60 ksi, and concrete strength
MAX. DISPLACEMENT of 6 ksi as shown in Figure 1.
(exper) (samson2) C-M
3.0" 3.2" H-1 Monolithic Knee Joint
8.4" 7.2" These results are very
good considering the high degree of Five different geometries with varying
nonlinearity and erratic impulsive loading, reinforcement were tested.

The approach used to model beam/column i7 I
connection behavior is similar to that used
by Nilsson (1973). The column is rigidly 3
attached at its base (mid-height between
stories) and the beam is cantilevered PRIMARY LONGITUINAL
approximately one third of a typical span REINFORCEMENT
length. This method was chosen in order to
predict a worst case scenario (i.e. 12 STIRS
beam/slab discontinuity due to openings or
localized failure). A concentrated blast (CONFINENT& )
load similar to that outlined above was
then applied to the end of the cantilever. i SECONDAY REINF MT
The details represent a beam/column Y" (SLA-WALL LOCATIS)
configuration. However, the actual
simulation models a wall/slab structure by
analyzing a slice through the section ,
subjected to worst case loadings. This TYPICAL 8EA/COLUMN CROSS-SECTION
approach does not consider 3-dimensional Figure 1 (SLAB-WALL)
load distribution in the slab for two
reasons. The blast load under
consideration is somewhat uniform over the The first connection (BL-lA, Figure 2)
width of the structure and the incorporates an 18" wide by 20" thick
susceptibility to repeated loading is column and beam detail. The beam and
likely. column are reinforced with I% steel (3 - #9

Three different connection types with bars, fy - 60 ksi) on each face. Diagonal
varying details were chosen by their steel (2 - #6 bars) is placed on the inside
performance in previous research. These corner of the beam-column interface at a 45
connections were then tes,;ed by the degree angle with 2" of cover. The #9 main
procedure outlined above for their flexural bars are anchored in the joint
structural integrity. Minor alterations in with standard 90 degree hooks. Transverse
overall dimensions, area and location of stirrups are tied around the #8 diagonal
steel reinforcing, and material properties bars and the outer face flexural bars. The
were made until safe and efficient behavior stirrups provide confinement for the joint

core, compression resistance for thewas observed, outside flexural bars, crack control at the
interior of the joint, and bucklingThe parameters used to determine adequate resistance for the diagonal steel under a

connection behavior are as follows, closing moment. The size and spacing of the
Deflections should not exceed those stirrups can be determined by the procedure
specified in the ACI Building Code (318- proposed by Park and Paulay (1975).
83). Direct shear should not surpass the
Hawkins shear limit as shown in Murtha and The second connection (BSL2A, Figure 3)
Holland (1982). Flexural shear and incorporates a 12" wide by 20" thick column
compressive stress in the concrete should and beam detail. The beam and column are
not exceed ACI specified limits. reinforced with 1.5% steel (3 - #9 bars, fy
Reinforcement stresses should not exceed - 60 ksi) on each face. Diagonal steel (3
1/3 yield in the connection region and 2/3 - #8 bars) is placed 2" from the exterior
yield at the hinge location. The location face of an 8" diagonal concrete ntrut
of the hinge should occur at a distance d located on the inside corner of the beam-
from the face of the Joint. Following column interface. The #9 main flexural
these criteria will ensure adequate bars are anchored in the joint with
behavior under repetitive blast loadings standard 90 degree hooks. Transverse

stirrups are tied around the #8 diagonal
bars and the outer face flexural bars.
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__________ i The fourth connection (BL-6C) is identical
- fto BL-6A with one exception. The diagonal

- - ibar steel is increased to 3-#7s which is
65- 4 equal to the amount of steel used for the

18' 114 n main flexural bars.

- The fifth connection (BLS6A) incorporates
1-78 an 18" wide by 20" thick column and beam

detail with sifcon material added in the
" connection region as shown in Figure 4.

The material properties used for sifcon
with 12% by volume deformed steel wires are
as follows: modulus of elasticity 1200 ksi;
compressive strength 12 ksi; and a tensile
strength of 1.8 ksi (Homrich and Naaman,
1988). The geometry and reinforcement used
in this detail are identical to the BL-6A_- BL-IA connection.

Figure 2 Connection DL-lA 18 !4\ NOE

The third connection (BL-6A, Figure 3) T .64
incorporates an 18" wide by 20" thick
column and beam detail. The beam and " lE60N
column are reinforced with 0.6% steel (3 - \

#7 bars, fy - 60 kei) on each face. 52
Diagonal steel (2 - #6 bars) is placed 2"
from the exterior face of an 8" diagonal I
concrete strut located on the inside corner
of the beam-column interface. The #7 main
flexural bars are anchored in the joint
with standard 90 degree hooks. Transverse
stirrups are tied around the #6 diagonal
bars and the outer face flexural bs.

(12 Figure 4 Connection BLS6A

Ofe 11 Precast Knee Joint

Two types of precast details were tested.
The first detail (PL-1O, Figure 5)
incorporates an 18" by 20" thick beam and

2column. The beam is placed on a corbel
which protrudes 6" from the face of the
column. A 1/2" cotton duck pad is placed
betwe.,, the bottom of the beam and the t4p
of the corbel. A second pad im placed
between the and of the beam and the face of
the column. The beam is ther postensioned
to the column with four 69 threaded rebar

• as shown in Figure 6. the 9 bars are
placed in 3' lol,' sleeves irk the beam and
threaded inti lenton covpltrs located in. the column. these bars Ari then stressed
to 33 kai which will corpress the pad and
insure a uniform seal. Th.s detail (Figure

Figur'e 3 Connections BSL2A and SL-6A 6) exhibited the best performance in a test
of seven different prezast connections
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subjected to severe dynamic loading
(Jayashankar, 1987). In addition a -

continuous steel angle with a 3/8" diagonal
strut located at 20" on ceiter is welded to ,68 185E > P
the face of the corbel and the bottom of
the beam. The design of the corbel should 36'
follow standard practice as set fourth by 11 114 1 11
the PCI Design Handbook (1985). A/

//\-84

3? 1FL>P-2S
36' 1

8Io
'

' 18' 30'

Figure 7 Connection PL-2S

Monolithic Tee Joint

Two types of tee joint details were tested.
-418' The first detail (BT-6A, Figure 8)

incorporates an 18" wide by 20" thick
column and beam. The beam and column are

Figure 5 Connection PL-lD reinforced with 0.6% steel (3 - #7 bars, fy
- 60 ksi) on each face. Diagonal steel (2
- #6 bars) is placed 2" from the exterior
face of a 4.5" diagonal concrete strut
located on the inside corner of the beam-
column interface. The #7 fle ural bars35 extending from the beam are anchored in the
joint with standard 90 degree hooks. The
column reinforcement is continuous through
the joint.

Figure 6 PostensionIng Approach BT-5A
The second dta l (PL-2, Figure 7) I

column. The beam is placed on a corbel
which protrudes 6" from the face of the
column. A 1/2" cotton duck pad is placed
between the bottom of the beam and the top to, V9'
of the corbel. A 4" gap between the end of
the beam and the face of the column will be
grouted solid. The beam is then Figure a Connection BT-6A
poitensioned to the column with four #9
threaded rebar similar to detail PL-lO.
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The second detail (BT-8A, Figure 9) stresses which exceed the allowable in all
incorporates the same beam and column respects. The size of the members in this

dimensions with identical steel detail are not sufficient to resist the
reinforcement as for BT-6A. However, the design load. Detail BL-lA required a large

diagonal strut is increased to 9" and the amount of steel to obtain acceptable
diagonal steel located 2" from the face of deflections and large bar stresses were
the strut is increased to 3-#7 bars. recorded at the center of the connection

(element #64). For these reasons a
diagonal strut such as shown in details

ri0 243 (BL-6A), (BL-6C), and (BLS6A) should be
added. Detail BL-6A satisfied all the
above criteria with a relatively low amount
of steel reinforcement (0.6%). Increasing
the amount of diagonal steel from half of
the main flexural steel has little effect

3on the connections performance (see detail
flTflA BL-6C). The connection which performed the
D|-A best out of the five, incorporated "Sifcon"

1ru material in the joint region. Both
124- deflections and bar stresses in the joint12, 12- region decreased dramatically.

18 ~ t t 101- h t NA summary of the precast knee joint
!I ai r ,connection behavior is shown in Table 2.

'- 'Detail PL-lD transfers all compressive
V loads through a flexible, reinforced fiber

pad. Deflections are maintained at an
acceptable value, however compressive
stress in the top reinforcement is well

Figure 9 Connection BT-8A into yield which may cause buckling. The
stress in the tensile reinforcement does
not reach yield, however the stress is 20%
higher than allowable. Reducing the amount
of prestress to 10 ksi should alleviate

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION this problem.

A summary of results for the five
monolithic knee joint connection details Table 2 Precast Knee Joints
are shown in Table I. Peak deflections and
stresses are shown for concrete and steel -

elements at critical locations in the , L I s [--- F-46
detail. These values are compared to the Y-dis i-, - -33 0-46 0,-1
allowable and a determination is made on 14 1 ghost 06 .46 0.4?
the reliability of the detail. Te ,6 0 -001 -414 ,-61

20$ 1 - 700 -1560 2010 -1460

so b, 43000 41000 43600 44100
Table I Monolithic Knee Joints ..... -

of k~r liacO 000 2400 23000

.. -t be, 43000 13000 63000 1700

Ie' jna IaAI L£.40A I Ud.*40 it~ f bae 43330 Woo0 62000 4ISM

Fe 146 is&,, , 0.6 1.0 0,.3 0. . 0 .4 , 7, bar 210o $$coo 27000 loo-
O - . 6 1 . 2 4 ., I ., 4 -, 1 4 1 4 b a r 2 1 0 0 0 6 6 0 0 0 1 3 0 0 0 1 0 $O o

to X . o1700 .3- -- 140 -t7o ----

4 Oklr .0 -1100 -470 -410 40 -40

Sho -"1 -6 -no -. -4 0i0 -m;IJ Details PL-2S and PL-4S are grouted in
- 0- -- . place with a 6000 psi concrete.

0 to0 I 400 tic00 120 ism Compressive stress in the top reinforcement
a,_ , - -io -too -_v 42_ 01 is well within allowable. Tensile stress
aI.o 43316 o M is0, , 0 S"0 k 0 in the bottom bars is very near yield.
64 " 410 1"" 31.0 , ito . I'n Reducing the amount of prestress in (PL-4S)
10 2060 19600 2106" ne 60 o' to 10 ksi has lowered the stress to near

a - 40- -c - i - - acceptable values. Stiffening the
Is .... 41030 447 A.. ....... compressive region of this connection with

grout has greatly increased the tension on
the continuous angle assembly located at

The detail with a 12" beam and column the corbel. The spacing of the stiffeners
on this assembly should be decreased to low"" (BSL2A) shows values' of deflections and o etr
on1 center.
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The results for tle monolithic tee joint' Homrich, J.R., Naaman, A.E., "stress-StrainTh rsut fr hemnoiticte oit Properties of Sifcon in Uniaxial

are shown in Table 3. Detail BT-6A uses a Compression and Tension", report AFWL-TR-

4 1/2" diagonal strut. The tensile 87-115, University of Michigan, Aug. 1988.

reinforcement in the 
beam is stressed well

into the yield range. Therefore we Jayashankcr, V., "An Interior Moment
increased the strut size to 9" and the area Resistant Precast Connection", M.S. Thesis,
of the diagonal steel to (0.6%) in detail University of Minnesota, 10/1987.
BT-SA. This reduced the tensile stresses
in the joint region and relocated the hinge Krauthammer, T., "Reinforced Concrete
to an acceptable distance from the joint Arches Under Blast and Shock Environments",
interface. Both details have shown high The Shock.and Vibration Bulletin, NO. 57,
flexural shear stresses at the interface The 4, Janar 1987, pp. 57,
and interior of the joint. This is due to part 4, January 1987, pp. 19-27.
a stiff column flexible beam configuration. Krauthammer, T., and Stevens, D.J.,
Correct design of shear stirrups at these "Development of an Advanced Computational
regions of concentrated moment and shear is Approach for the Analysis of Buried
a necessity. The reinforcement in the Reinforced Concrete Structures Subject to
column was subject to very light stress (20 Severe Stress Transients", Structural
ksi max.). Engineering Report ST-88-05, Department of

Civil and Mineral Engineering, University
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A NOULOCAL COTIUU-DAMAGE PLASTICITY APPROACH FOR RC BEAMS SUBJECTED TO
LOCAL IXPULSE

David J. Stevens Theodor Krauthamer
Asst. Prof. of Civil Engrg. Assoc. Prof. of Civil Engrg.
Clarkson University University of Minnesota
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, a rate-independent nonlocal Continuum Damage/Plasticity (CDP) model
constitutive model for plain concrete is proposed for plain concrete is presented in this paper and
for application to the analysis of impulse loaded certain attributes of this model are developed to
structural members. The model combines a continuum facilitate its application in structural elaments,
damage approach, using a scalar damage variable, such as beams, plates, and shells.
with a pressure sensitive plasticity model. The
plasticity model incorporates a nonassociated flow Given the complex behavior of concrete, it is
rule in regions of low compressive or tensile not surprising that a large number of distinctly
hydrostatic pressures and an associated flow rule. different constitutive models for concrete have
The concrete model is combined with a uniaxial been proposed over the years. Here, only the
steel modeal and a layered, large strain, Timoshenko Continuum Damage Mechanics/Plasticity models and
beam element to perform the analysis of impulse models for strain softening are discussed.
loaded, simply supported, reinforced concrete The nonlinear response of concrete is created
beams. through the combination of microcrack growth and

frictional slip. The theory of Continuum Damage
Mechanics accounts for the phenomena of strength
and stiffness degradation due to microcracking; the

INTRODUCTION AND 2ACXO M plastic flow and prepeak nonlinearity of concrete
can be modelled with the theory of Plasticity,

The analysis of the response of impulse ad Recently, the two theories have been combined to
blast loaded structures, buried and above ground, form a number of successful approaches for
has received a continuous but varying level of modelling plain concrete. One of the first
attention over the past 40 years. Due to the att.mpts at combining the damage and plasticity
almost infinite number of peramtations of a given phenomena was made by Sazant and Kim '79, who
structure's parameters (i.e, geometry, material merged a conventional plasticity approach with a
properties, depth of burial, etc.) and anticipated strain based fracturing theory. Later, Han and
threats, and, due to the costs of performing full. Chen '87 combined a stress based hardening
and small-scale tests on such structures, the plesticity theory for the proe-fatilure response of
amount of available experimental date, while broad, concrete with a strain based plastic/fracturing
is also scant relative to any particular theory for the response after failure, Using the
combination of structure and impulse load. Thus, internal variable theory of thermodynanics, Yazdani
thn development of analytieal/coputational tools and Schreyer '87 developed a Von Mises plasticity
are required in order to: ) understand the surface and a mean pressure sensitive damage
complex nonlinear behavior of the structure (ard surface that accomodetes the two modes (shear and
soil, if butied), 2) perform parametric studios, tensile) of cracking by taking into account the
.ad 3) develop design guidelines. currant stress state at the crack surface as

One analytical tool is the Finite Element determined by the orthogonal projections of the
Method, which has been applied with great success stress tensor. Also, Simo at el. '87 coupled a
to geometrically end materially nonlinear continuu-i conventional stress based Cap model with a scalar
and structural problem. The geometric damage variable that evolves using the rule
nonlinearities can be modelled with the well know suggested by Mazers '82: this approach yielded
kinematic formulations of large displacement excellent results. Lastly, Frantriskonis and Besat
analyses (LAlrangian. Eulerian, Updated '8) combined a scaler damage approach vith
Lagrangian); the maerial nonlLnearittes ao not as plasticity theory and found good agreement between
easily accounted fot. hlble adequate models exist predictions and test results.
for the nonlinear behavior of steel, the The application of softening, rate independent
development of an accurate, salf-consistent, and constitutive models in the treatment of initial
unified model for the nonlinear response of plain boundary value problems leads to a loss of
concrete is still an etiLve area of interest. hyperbolicity in the governing equations of motion

ti order to atchive a high-quality numerical and to mesh dependency, localization of strains,
solution to a given boundary value problem, an and erroneous predictions of energy dissipation in
impovd, rate idependeant, strain softening, numerical cealculations; thus, the potential for
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such negative side effects exists for each of the strain softening. Various researchers have
models mentioned in the previous paragraph. As combined plasticity and continuum damage approaches
discussed by ,ead and Hegemier '84, strain to successfully reproduce test results of material
softening in concrete is the direct result of the elements; however, without a consistent technique
formation of discrete internal structure due to for stabilizing the strain softening calculations,
microcracking. Thus, in the softening range, they appear doomed to the same shortcoming
concrete can no longer be represented as a discussed above (mesh dependency, unrealistic
continuum and some form of representation of the energy dissipation, etc.) when applied to realistic
internal structure must be included in the boundary value problems. The nonlocal approach
constitutive model. In order to overcome this described in the following successfully
difficuty in modelling, various methods for incorporates strain softening effects.
enforcing finite energy dissipation over a discrete The Continuum Damage Mechanics portion of the
region of the body and for removing the mesh approach developed herein- and discussed by Stevens
dependency have been proposed; these include: a and Krauthammer '88 (to appear), is based loosely
composite damage formulation which incorporates a on the approach proposed by Frantziskonis and Desai
*damage volume' and distinguishes between tensile '87, in which t'. strength and stiffness
and shear cracking (Willam, Bicanic, and Sture degradation are modeled with a scalar damage
'84); the introduction of higher order spatial parameter. It can rightfully be argued that a
derivatives into the strain displacement relations complete three dimensional treatment of
(Lasry and Belytschko '87); and, the introduction microcracking effects on the response of concrete
of the strain gradient into the definition of the requires a higher order definition of the damage
strength or yield function (Schreyer and Chen '86). variable, and, first, second, fourth, and even

One method of particular interest involves the eighth order tensors have been proposed. However,
use of "nonlocalf constitutive laws, in which the in cases where damage directionality is no- a
dependent variable at a point is not solely a dominant feature, such as in the plane strain or
function of the state variables at that point but plane stress conditions of beams, frames, and
rather depends on what occurs in the neighborhood slabs, a scalar parameter is sufficient (Resende
of that point. Such an approach was formulated for '87).
concrete by Basant et al. '84, who averaged both The determination of how che averaging of
stress and strain over the neighborhood of the damage is to be performed (in order to develop* a
point and used the nonlocal definitions of the nonlocal damage parameter) and the value of the
stress and strain directly in the governing characteristic length, 1, (over which the averaging
equations. Recently, Pijaudier-Cabot and BRaent is to be performed) are based on considerations of
'87 applied an averaging approach to a nonlocal the proposed application of the constitutive model.
definition of the damage variable in a Continuum As Pijaudier-Cabot and Bazant '87 show, the use of
Damage Mechanics model. With this approach, the the Euler hypothesis in a bean analysis requires
field equations have the standard form and no extra that the averaging length be greater or equal to
boundary conditions are needed, Their work is the beam depth. Therefore, since this constitutive
particularly interesting in that they successfully model will be implemented into a Timoshenko beam
combined their nonloc.l approach with a layered element, which is based on the Eulear principle and,
beam element to analyze the response of a in which, the shear strain is represented
statically loaded beam; they showed that, due to kinematically by a rotation of the cross section
Euler's hypothesis of plane cross sections, the similar ro the flexural rotation (as discussed
length for damage averaging can not be less than later), the damage averaging is performed
the beam depth. It should be noted that the use of uniaxially at each layer of the beam element, in
the beam depth for averaging the damage can be the direction parallel to the long axis of the
validated physically by exarAining the hinge bean, and the characteristic length, I is taken as
formations in beams that have been loaded to the beam depth, This one dimensional averaging
failure (Corley 166); in most cases, the hinge scheme restricts the possibility of strain
length is on the order of 85 to 95 percent of the softening through the depth of the beam; thus,
total depth. while the nonlocal scalar damage parameter does

As is well known, rotatory inertia and shear degrade both shear and normal stresses, a monotonic
effects significantly alter the response of loading path of puve shear at a cross-section of
structural elements that are loaded over a very the beam wtll result in a constitutive response
short time period relative to the element's natural that Is elastic/strain hardening plastic in shear,
period, and, therefore, a layered, large providing damage has not occurred at the
displacement, large strain, Timoehenko beam element integration points adjacent to the cross section.
is developed. The proposed constitutive model is This shortcoming might be overcome through use of
combined with this Timoshenko beam element and a two nonlocal scalar damage parameters, representing
strain hardening plasticity model for the tensile and shear damage, separately. However, as
reinforcing steel to successfully analyse two' the results presented later show, this unliaxial
simply supported, impulse loaded, reinforced damage averaging technilus is suitable for the
concrete beams toiatad by Feldman and Sites '58. beams that were analyzed.

The next issue is the form of the evolution
A NOOLODAL CONIIDUM U /P1STIOZTY MODZL FO equations for the local damage parameter: in this

PLAIN COUC1t12 approach, the evolution equations will be
The concrete model developed herein is a paraneterized using the concept of equivalent

combination of Continuum Damage Mechanics and tensile strain (Maees '82: Ortiz '85; Simso and Ju
Plasticity theories and it uses a nonlocal '87).
definition of a scalar dame variable to model Tho response of the topical (undamaged)
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material is controlled by the plasticity portion of. present representative values for low, medium, and

the CDP model, which employs a continuous, smooth high strength concretes.

yield surface that combines a strain hardening The proposed concrete model (using the local

modified Drucker-Prager failure surface with a definition of the damage variable) was evaluated

curved cap; this model was developed by Schreyer successfully, on a material level, through

and Bean '87, who refer to it as a "Prager-Drucker" comparisons with three sets of concrete test data;

cap model to differentiate it from the Drucker- for a full presentation of the results, the reader

Prager cap model commonly used for modelling soils, is directed to Stevens and Krauthammer '88.

A t pical modified Prager-Drucker yield surface
in the J, P plane is plotted in Figure 1. TIKOSHENKO BEAM ELEMENT

Over the majority of the yield surface, the The kinematic relations for the layered

plastic strain tensor evolves through use of an Timoshenko beam element are bused on the usual

associated flow rule; however, when the model is assumptions: 1) plane sections originally normal

specialized from the three dimensional state to a to the rutral axis remain plane after deformation
plane strain state (as is typically assumed for but not necessarily normal to the neutral axis and

analyses of structures that are "long" in the 2) the shear strain is constant over the beam's
direction perpendicular to the plane of loading), a cross section and may be defined as a rotation of

nonazociated flow rule provides more reasonable the cross section. Assuming small to moderate

results in regions of tensile hydrostatic pressures rotations and small axial strains and, using the

and low compressive hydrostatic pressures. Under definition of the Green-Lagrange strain tensor, the

plane strain conditions, the associated flow rule nonzero, nonlinear, strain displacement relations

generates dilation, which creates, in turn, an may be written as

unrealistic confinement stress in the out-of-plane 1
direction; since concrete is a pressure sensitive 41 -U' - (S'-7') + - V' . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .(1)
material, this out-of-plane compressive stress can 2
lead to erroneous predictions of shear and tensile 1
strengths. - + U'(7-0)] ................ (2)

In order to obviate this shortcoming, the 2
concrete model proposed herein uses a nonassociated
flow rule in regions of tensile or low compressive
(lees than 0.1 f,') hydrostatic pressure to reduce where U • U(41 ) is the axial displacement of the
the dilational strain predictions while at the same neutral axis along the beam, 7 - 7(fl) is the shear

time allowing adequate predictions of strength. deformation, P is the total rotation of the cross
The nonassociated flow rule is implemented with section, V a V(11) is the transverse displacement

a plastic potential that is chosen as another of the neutral axis along the beam, Jt are the
modified Drucker-Prager surfac, as shown in Figure local beam coordinates (1 -1,2), * a V', and ( )# a
2, derivative w.r.t. the independent variable. In

There are two shortcomings to the use of a this formulation, the axial displacement and the
nonassociated flow rule. First, nonassociated flow shear rotation are interpolated with linear shape
rules lead to asymmetric tangential elastic-plastic functions acting on the nodal variables, and the
compliance tensors, which, in turn, are difficult transverse displacement is interpolated using the
to accommodate computationally in the typical standard cubic etrtian polynonalts acting on the
solution schemes used in Finite Element total rotations, or t - s - r'k where 01 and r,
applications. However, since the central are the flexural and shear rotations, respectively,
difference technique is used to integrate the at node L of the beam. The shear rotations are
equations of motion in the Finite Element approach retained as independent degrees of frsedom and
discussed later, the tangential compliance is never continuity of shear across elements Lis preserved,
explicitly calculated or inverted and this In the implementation of the Finite Element
difficulty is avoided on the computational level, method using central difference 'ae Intsgratiun,
Second, and met importantly, the main criticism the calculation of the internal Urce vector mst
leveled against the use of nonassociated flow rules be performed. The internal force vector is
is the potential for spontaneous energy generation. equivalent, in a virtual work tense, to the
This unpleasant featurm was first discussed by internal element stresses created during the
Illiushin '61 (a summary of Il'iuahin's proof is deformation of the elemenc and it is defined a
presented by Sandler and Rubin '87).

The modified Prager-Drucker plasticity model
has the following advantages; I) strain hardening (Ftt)"J - 1t[o dVol ................... ()
is predicted for all paths, 2) maore ductility is Jovol
predicted for paths associated with large mean
pressures, 3) the yield surface intersects the where (FN?1 is the internal force vector
hydrostatic axis at right angles for both positive equivalent to the element's stress state, (Bi is
and negative mean pressures so ro special algorithm the three dimensional strain displacement matrix,
is needed at these intersection points, and 4) the and ([l is the Cauchy stress tensor (matrix). For
flow surface is continuous and has a continuous integration through the depth, the element is
derivative everywhere so a corner algorithm is not subdivided into 10 layers and the integration is
required (Schreyer and Bean '87). Although the performed by a summation of the stresses at each
number of required material constants is large, the layer: the otresses in the steel and concrete are
values may be deduced directly from conventional calculated with the models discussed above and a
uniaxial end triaxial test results; also, Schreyer perfect bond is assumed between the reinforcement
and $ean '87 and Stevens and Krauthstr '5S and concrete. The integration over the length of
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the element is performed using three point Gaussian reanalyzed using the coarse and refined meshes ad

integration. Also, the movement of the neutral the CDP model w the damage averaging; the

axis due to the material nonlinearities is tracked computed histories of the midspan displacement for

with an iterative technique developed by Puglisi the local and nonlocal, coarse and refined mesh

and Krauthammor '87. analyses are plotted in Figure 8. As shown in this
figure, the local strain softening model
overestimates the displacement with the coarse

BEAM ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION mesh, and, with the refined mash, the displacement
appears to continuo to infinity. An examination of

The Timoshenko beam element was combined with the outpu.t for these local analyses showed that the

the proposed CDP concrete model and a uniaxial damage localized into the element directly next to

elastic/strain hardening plastic model for the the load; for the refined mesh, this element became

reinforcement steel (see Park and Paulay '75); the a kinematic hinge and hence the' increasing

shear contribution of the steel reinforcement is displacement.

assumed small compared to the shear force resisted Comparisons between the measured reaction at

by the concrete and, thus, the steel response is the left end of the beam and the calculated

modelled as uniaxial. The resulting approach was reaction using the coarse mesh for beam HIl are

applied to the analysis of simply supported shown in Figure 9. Again, there is very good

reinforced concreue beans, which were subjected to agreement with the peak reaction and the time of

large amplitude, short duration loads at midspan peak reaction, as well as the time when the

(Feldman and Siae '58). Figure 3 presents the reaction force returns to zero. However, after

dimensions, cross sectional geometry and some of approximately 60 maec, the calculated reaction

the instrumentation for beams H1 and Cl; Figures 4 oscillates with a higher frequency than the

and 5 present the linear approximations of the measured reaction; this difference is due to the

applied loadings of beams H1 and Cl, respectively, fact that the unloading stiffness predicted with

During testing, both beams experienced considerable the continuum damage/plasticity model is too large

damage and large permanent deflection. The (as discussed in Stevens and Krauthammer '88),

residual midepan displacements were approximately 8 resulting in a stiffer beam with a higher natural

inches and 2.5 inches in beam H1 and Cl, frequency. A correction to the constitutive model

respectively. would improve the results for the response after 60

Due to the symmetry of the beams, loads, and mec; however, the key point is that the peak value

boundary conditions, only one half of the beam was is correctly predicted as 1 the time at which the

uodoled, using the coarse and refined meshes shown peak occurs and the time when the reaction returns

in Figure 6, At the right hand node, the to zero.

horizontal displacement, shear rotation, and
bending rotation are restrained.

As is typical with most test reports, only the CONCIUSIONS

compressive strength of the concrete and the yield
strain and stress of the steel wore reported by A nonlocal Continuum Damage/Plasticity model

Feldman and Sits '58. The concrete compressive has been developed and implemented for the analyses

strengths of bean Hl and C1 were 5960.0 psi and of reinforced concrete beams. In the development

5830.0 psi, respectively, so "typical" values for of the model, previously proposed formulations were

medium strength concrete ara used in the analysis, modified and combined into a comprehensive

as listed in Table 1, Also, typical values for the constitutive relationship, This model has been

reinforcing steel wore assumed, as listed in Table verified for various stress paths and by the

2. The densities of the concrete and steel were analysis of reinforced concrete beams under impulse

taken as 150 pof and 490 pof, respectively, loading.

The equations of motion were integrated The results of the analyses of toe two impulse

temporally with the conditionally stable central loaded beams agree quite well with the experimental

difference technique; the integration time step was data, The analyses predicts the displacement,

chosen as half the critical time step (which was reaction, and strain histories very closely. The

governed by the flexural frequency). observed mesh independence is particularly pleasing

Comparisons between the experimental and considering the shortcomings usually associated

calculat6d displacement histories of Cages 3. 4. with strain softening constitutive models.

and 5 of beam 01 ar* shown in Figure 7 for coarse In conclusion, it appears that the combination

mesh. Mash-snsitivity was checked by using the of the Timoshenko beam element with the nonlocal

model with refined mesh and it Vas obterved that CDP model and the uniAxial steel model is capable

this algorithn is not sensitive to the fineness of of representing the dynamic behavior of reinforced

the model, As this figure shows, tnere is good concrete beams quite accurately.

agreement bWteen peak displacement, residual

displacement and the time when peak displaeeents
occur. A OULEDOWS

The results in Figure 7 when considered
alongvith the mesh-independence of this algorithm This worh was sponsored by the Defene tuclsar
and the fact that a signiLficant amount of strain Agency under Contract Hn. DNA00-35C-010 with the

softening has occurred at midspan, show that the University of Minnesota. The authors v'ish to thank

computational difficulties normally present with Dr. H. Schveyer and Mr. J. Bean of the N, Mexico

strain softening model% have been alleviated with Engineering Research Institute for rupplylng the

the nonlocal CDP model. In order to verify the Prager.Druckor cap model and for their helpful

beofits of the olocal approach, beam HI was discussion,
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Abateact: Threat Evaluation Phase

This paper summarizes the result of a Phase I SBIR re- The objective of threat evaluation is to determine the
search effort with an overall objective of reviewing and analyzing wartime ttack strategy and types of weapons to which the facil-
stochosi proem methodologies for their applicability to proec- ity/structure would likely be subjected. Three general types of
dre srucr deign (1]. The research focused on the following uncertainties are associated with threat evaluation: (1) attck
task (1) develop an overview of the phases of protective strua- strategies (decision variables such as almpoints, number of sorties,
=e deugn and Identify specfc areas whem probability-based and weapon types) that the enemy force might employ on a facil-
methods a@ appllcable; (2) ident the se rNquired for the de- ity; (2) the modeling or prediction erors amciated with a model
velopment of reliabillty-basd design methods for protective of attack and enemy weapon charsictaistzic and (3) the random
suructmz and (3) illustrat de applicton of reliability methods uncertainties (such as CEPs, fuse performam bomb auvivabU,
to the anakysis of a aboveSmond somn ad a bured svuAe ity) about the mean values of predictod performance. PrmbAU&-
The Phase I rol indcate that iad matal Improvements to the tic methodologies with dir appllcadon to treating and alyzing
deign of proective sructm' can be achieved through research the unctal~dmu include (1) decision alysis and am ory;
ad applicatim o modem eonc, f wuAnnl iabdlity. These (2) Mo" Carlo Simulaaon- ad (3) ueme v f twy.
Impovimets W (1) syswastic Idmulficadon of w4,er-
tatatlas ad faun modul (2) dewelopment of rellabity.baaed
decsi fm rad (3) developma of an maysis ool for suaviv- Mlasloa/PMor smc Criteria Deveonm t Pb..
Able atructuffim 40d fieLlea.

In the mission ud performwan crdcaa d ervlopent
phas the mated mission Is tranlaed bgo a m of deip requirw
maus for each faclity, which ctn be used to develop deup it.
ria for individual strcmre General design crited speuiy th

USES OF PROBABJL C MEMODS IN PROTCTIVE ceptablo stracra perfom c in taras of Umiti damage
DESIGN relative to intemal equipment or perwmL In addition to the

merl design criteria. there am ofto requirements on desin
Tih ptcve dp p An involves a number of activi- prformance. Thes requirements may be troatd as constrains

aa o I that nte at in varimo ways over dw design life that ft design mu t sWiy. Coat. uvivabillty. mainataability,
cycle of a faility. Five basi; phases wen tifled: (1) thuat reliabiity aW nactabilty at elem thtU may be eqmes
evalnOa (2) mnion and p emuicalttds, developent (3) as enad criteria or comaints on the desig peormancs.
desig and ualyst (4) conemalmnd (3) tuw and operatio. Tes paameers am 6mentally decision vari ab that ae ab.
Thaw phase coves th e atie ran of operations of poective Ushed durinl the criteria developmmt phase. These variables
design. rofielng is a brief suamiwny (ton Raera 1 f specify the requiremets of the fcity. ad A such, thet Is gen.-h with ttw tw key wnceta~tides and die potmlal "plica. "m~y no need to tsa unicerusindes. However, un-Arainle that
taof po Wstic methos. result from die predicted peformance of a deWign to meet die.m

Criteria my be silgnicant .nd should be treated in the analysis
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Dedgn and Analysis Phase Many subdisciplines of structural reliability analysis pro-
vide the methods for developing and implementing reliability-

The design and analysis phase is the central activity of based design. These include second moment methods, stochastic
protective design and the one with the greatest focus of research load combination, stochastic finite elements, and design code
activity. It can be subdivided into three elements: design synthe- calibration. Common mathematical tools include applied statis-
sis, system failure mode analysis, and design analysis. Design tics, Monte Carlo simulation, error propagation, and experimental
synthesis begins with the development of a protective design design. Optimization theory has also been applied to stmctural
concept based on the specified threats and the general design design to iden'ffy designs t,at optimize performance (minimun
requirements. Structural form, material. consruction method, cost, maximum reliability) for specified design citeria.
location, and external protection are atributes that the designer
an select in the development of the design concept. Reearch in

this area deals with badc topics, such as improved materials, as Construction
well as innovative concepts for protective construction and basing
altenatives. In addition. research tools from optimal design the- Pernanent protected structures am often constructed in.
ory and artificial intelligence are relevanL place and are therefore subject to construction errors and toler-

ances. While research and some data on nonprotected consauc-
System failure mode analysis involves the identification of tion arosr and ucertainties exis4 research has not been per.

potential failure modes of each element and developing the struc- formed for protective construction. A general belief Is that these
tur and facility faflum paths. For quanttaive analysis and on- uncertainties are small compared to those resulting from the re.
plex systems, event te and fault tree methodologies ar useful sponse analysis. It is noted that construction errors associated
tools to pufot system modeling. idenify vulneabilifies, and with field fortification and nomtucud rl uppades
asess consequences of damage and losw of function. The hu.epa- should be treated separately.
tdon of event and fault trees pmvides an analytic approach for
systematic Identification and modeling of the sequence of failure
and the dettmination of 4.M critical elements of a complex sys. Test Uad Operation
ten. They provide the ben available means for Identifying and
udstanding facility design an operatio in a mm= " leads The " arl operion plhuse raptsents the final activity of
to a quantification of system nellabliy. the iepaW design prcess ad suctmal life cycl. It can be

divde into two time periods: peaetim and warime. In pace-
'The design analysis phase follows the development ot the time, controlled eperiments and ux ame perormed to am=

preltminary dgn rocept ad te idetfication of all relviat sctur prfomnce. Thi pormn didn canes vd methods
failu modes. The four basic Ap ar (1) otan bilfonation on osttistical Inference muful proalstic Methods for the e
weapon characteristics; (2) assess weapo effectm; (3) develop applica i n wartimie. the struaw will be subjectd to ef.
sutntra loads kom wscified wtpmn thact. c1mmudsics an feet. from enemy wApon Many mucues will be damated to
effec s; vd (4) ny suctural repone. This phase is the dlffaW deVf&, Damage ssessments and atnalyse of safely
cetr activity of many sU r alya/algnwn fo conveft. will need to be performed. both at a field level, nd lawe, in a
toni wcapon effects. moe dailed enginering analysis. Useful methodologles am

system Idendicaton engineering databuse, adl expert systems
Rellab" -based deig (IBD) method provide a ti. wchnlogy.

tions! mnet to treat uncaenisini In do design, end analysis
phase. Cuce these methods mxe developbl ad duiunmenred In a
remach phase% ft designer would work with de"s. actors (such
a load ad resistance factors) an 1 not equ-ed (o perform BURIED S UCTU S ANALYSO EXAMLPLE
Wotbablllsti analys"s As sumnaAi by EWngwood et .1. (21.

the prcipal advanges ofpmbabW hUnih mte design ae (1) Ths example comp.uf deterministi and probabilstic
mor consist reliability (zrvJbIlity) is nkad for dlffarca andyse of a box-shaped swocr btmed in sandy cklay. The
design situations b.ause the d t u u variabilitics of the various threiu Is givtAn &W the dumg M -oaity is to be d ned as a
stctmal sw4ths and loads ice treattd; (2) h relabillty level fUction of scaled standoff .) for U5 < <3.0 fIlb 0 . The

=at be choe to refloc the ti queces of dan.*p on structural trictate contains critical shock sensitivocommnicaions eajupi
Collapse (3) the desne udvt a bete iuderuoianing of the meu. which ha & frequewy of 10 1hz i the donunait response
ftudamental structural requ'ruenw and of the behavior of the mode And is hadi mousted to the floor. The wsw o is usutueid
structure In meeting thefe Iquircments; (4) tLM deign pmces Is to fail to perfonm its mis i If the equipmeot it damaged.
simplified by encorgine t?, =ne dcaign philosophy A pre.
dures to be adopited for all materials of coaiauuomi (5) better
judgment can be applied to onoutfre situaton. and (6) desip DetmlaWk Aaalysi MuthodoloW
masuals can be updated In a moro atoral rane.

The scope of 60M :U'iU aiyztls gti
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Tcalled "cookie-cutter" shape of the deterministic approach. This

Tab.....T Ucet.inty Analysis for Buried Siucure Example sensitivity presents a problem to a deigner in light of the obvious

uncertainties asociated with the predictions of st'uctural re-

r Uncertainty Cliaracterization sponse. The probabil.tic approach presents a more realistic pic-

Model and Neaine e, a Coeficient tre in terms of a continuous, monotonically decreasing curve of

-__. ._.M dd __m _ Nominal of Variation damage probability versus scaled range.

1. Prediction Error 1O...0 ...
Wall Flexure Model

Max Deflection 1.15 0.25
Ldd Outside Data 1.0 0.15 > aa

Limited Data 1.0 0.05
Groundshock Model A

Peak Free-Field Stress 1.0 0.65 0a

2 Random Uncertainties

Concrete Density 1.0 0.05 - Prob.
Concrete, E. 1.0 0.10 Pr.

202. .... Deter=.
Concrete, f' 1.4 0.20
Steel. fy 1.5 0.15

Soil 0 .. .. .. . . '
Unit Weight 1.0 0.05 0LO 1.0 ,1o

Seismic Velocity 1.0 0.30 Scad Ranp. (tt/tb(1/3))

Free-Field Stress
Strees-Decay, a 1.0 0.10

Attenuation Coefficient. N Treated in Model Pred. Error
Yield, W Deterministic URE 2. Compa'son of Pmdictcd Wall P m
Range. R Deterministic (Par. Variation)

Damage Critria 1.0 0.20
(Support Rotation)

l.Smecre Shock. The probabilistic analysis of In.
structure shock considere uncertainty in the free field gmund
shock, motion of the smcr floor, dynamic roperties of the
aqulpment, and mponse of the equipmot [1]. The results me
compared in Table 3 to the deterministic analysis. In contrast to
the wall response failure mode, there is very little differen=e in

Table 2. Buried Wall Center Deflection Statiscs the nomnal and mean values.

DThe predicted in-structum shock acceleraions can bo used
- -- _ Deflecton~in) to estimate probability of equipment failure. For this example,

Range Probabilistic the uncertainty in the capacity of the equipment (fragility) is mod.
(ft/lb n') Determinstic Standad eled using a lognormal distribution with a mean capuity of lOg's

(Nominal) Mean Deviation and a coefficient of variation of 25 percenL Figure 3 shows the

1.0 -* predicte probability of equipment failure as fimction of scaled

1.5 7.9 12.6 20.7 range. Combliaad F40u. Modes. The structure mision is com.
2.0 3.6 5.0 7.6 promised If either the wall sustains heavy dantae or A critical
2.5 1.4 2.2 3.9 piece of equipment fails by in-structure shock. These damage
3.0 0.4 1.0 2.3 modes have bern combined exactly within the Monte Caro simu.

lation. Figure 3 shows the results of this combined failure mode
--- __i __ -analysis. The probability of failure for the combined modes is

• Wall Collpsed ,equal to or slightly higher than the maximum of either failure
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Table 3. Equipment Response Statistics Due to In-Strucure Shock performed by applying stepwise regression analysis procedures to
the Monte Carlo simulation outputs. This analysis indicates that
uncertainties in predicting structural wall response are dominated

Deflection(n) by the ground shock model uncertainties in prediction of free-
Range Probabilistic field stress (ra = 0.77). Soil seismic velocity (rA = 0.03) and SMI

Rflexure response model (0 = 0.02) uncertainties contributed to the
(ft/b ) Deeiistic Mea Standard uncertainty, but were much less important. Uncertainties in struc-

(Nominal) Deviation tural material properties, strengts, etc., did not significantly con-

0.5 14.0 14.2 11.9 tribute to the predicted response uncertainty.

1.0 9.6 9.7 8.1
1.5 7.0 ..1 5.9
2.0 5.3 5.3 4.5
2.5 4.1 4.2 3.5 RELIABILrrY-BASED DESIGN FACTORS

3.0 3.3 3.3 2.8

Probability-based analyses are not always expedient for
mechanism. The differ ce between the maximun of the individ- design, particularly when the strutural analyst does not have a
ual modes a d the combined curve is not large because only two background in probabilistic methods. For this reason, reliability
fdlure modes have been considered and these are correlatpd based design factors (RBDF) are developed as a research product
Also, the wall probability of failu is much larger than the equip- for aplication by the designer, much a safety fAtor are used in
mnt probability of failure (except at the higher scale ranges) so traditioal design.
that wall failure dominates. At a scaled range of 3.0, the two
models have almost equal failure probabilities and the combined The RBDF fonat is based on the concept of a design
failure probability is approximately double. factor, which is the ratio of the required nomina capacty to the

AmWad structural respom The Use of the term nows l Implies
that the capacity arA response am computed using oWlnny dee-
minista a ysis procedures. Hence, de desige compues -
rural response (sy, for examile, wall ducd il or equipment ac-

LO .... ............... ce , using sdud methods comparm thi to the capacity
(ductility capacity or acceleration capaclty). If te ratio of capac-
ity to response does not me~et or exceed the requtird design factor,

nothe doesign is modified to increase the capacity or reduce the
rasorwe. The requred design factor is selected fant a table that
Siva design fcor a a fnction of t -- vival probability. For
example. Table 4 uronarzes preliatnay desig fatrs devl.
opedintPae seI rseaccefuofo.

Table 4. DesinFator frn-Swuma rShoc ad
a .. Burled Wall Deflection

o ts esiru. Rel.ab.lity Design Factor

S aW g GmtO MO1)OaW (Probability Ia-Smru. show Wall Deflection"

of survival)

0.75 1.3 4.9
0.85 1.8 3.0

FIGURE 3. lndividual and Combined Failure Probabilities 0.90 2.1 4.0
0.95 2.8 6.2

Uacevotsy R . trelability-based analysi3 Ml..
cAW large ,tce:rt&lnr. about the piedicted mean values, Uncer- * 0*4"W &=kt.n fitvWy a d"IF her .
tainty ranking an se dvity analysis ar useful byproducts of a PWUkW6*4 . &i 4 p t

probabilistic analysis. FPw example, the soutc of the large unwer. 6 md wrU m b -adlpdw ' I
tanty in the predicted ,, 11 deflection can be quantified by rank paenad *Q ddakcd
evalutio, based on paa r' (0 rP S). The rank analysis was



These preliminary factors for design reliability (survivability) REFERENCES
goals of 0.75, 0.85, 0.90, and 0.95 range from about 1.3 to 3.0 for
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quantitively reflecting the much greater uncertainty in predicting tures," Contract F8635seig7-0370, Engineering and Services
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EXPEDIENT METHODS OF PROTECTION TO MITIGATE STRUCTURAL DAMAGE AND SPALL

D. W. Hyde

U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station
Vicksburg, Mississippi

ABSTRACT reinforced concrete construction, approximately 50
feet wide by 60 feet long. ALL of the tests were

A series of full-scale tests using general instrumented to record airblast pressure loading on
purpose bombs was conducted on a hardened reinforced the walls, in-structure acceleration, and wall
concrete aboveground structure. Several expedient deflection versus time.
methods of mitigating structural damage due to Each of the walls discused in this paper were
airblast and fragment impacts were tested, and the 23,5-inch th,'k sections with 0.25 percent steel
response of the walls of the structure was reinforcement. One bare vall was tested is a
monitored. baseline; additional protective r4auros tested

Results from these tests indicate that bare included a sand berm, a sacrificial pre-cast panel,
reinforced concrete walls will be significantly sand-grid revetments, and a portable Bitburg
damaged by the given weapon. On the exterior revetment.
surface, several inches of concrete cover will be Each of the 25.5-inch walls had 0.25 percent
destroyed by fragment impacts, and on the interior vertical steel reinforcement In each face consisting
surfac, high-velocity spall will occur. This of Number 5 bars spaced at 5 inches. Horizontal
damage can be prevented by the use of any number of reinforcement consisted of Ntber 3 bars spaced at
expedient methods outlined in this paper. The most 4.5 inches. Slngle-leg stirrups fabricated from
cost-effective method appears to be a soil beau. Number 3 bars provided shear reinforcement. The

stirrups were spaced at 18 Inchs on each vertical
BACOROUND bar, and staggered at 9 inches off-center every

other bar. tach of the walls had a clear span of
The U. S. Air Force, Europe (USAlE) is about 13 f.et-2 inches, anJd a concrete cover of

sponsible for the design and construction of about 3 ivhoes on the exterior face and 3/4 inch on
military facilities which mat the NATO semihardened the interior face,
sticttore requirements for protection against Several concepts designed to attenuate the
conventional weapons. NATO requirements and current airbLast and uiniemin spelling were considered in
desip procedures have led to the use oZ heavily the fll-scale test: (1) a 4-foot-7-inch sand bets
reinforced 25.5-inch thick concrete walls to resist with a 2:3 slope; (2) a 6-inch thick lightly
these loads. However, tests conducted in 1980-1982 reinforced pre-cast panel, anchored to the scructure
by the German undeawsehr Infrastructure Staff with removable bolts at the top and with a mall gap
(References I and 2) indicated that these walls wore between panel and structure; (3) sand-gid
typically over-reinforcad and that more economical revocuants; (4) portable BtLburg revetments.
deigns with le steel reinforcement would provide I. Sand Bae
the required protection. Previous half-scale tests (Reference 4) have

A series of NTO Semiherdened Design Criteria indicated that the addition of a berm to the
Fullcale ceosts were conducted by the Air Fore# exterior of the structure will reduce aidspan
.nineering and Services Center WAr"SC) and the U.S. deflections and virtually eliminate spalling. A

Army atarWays Experimnft Station (ES) during the berm of silty sand (taken from the test aite) with
amer of 1987 (Reference 3). The objective of this a slope of 23 was placed against oe 25,5 inch
test series was to dtermtine the effects of wall. The berm extended only part way up the wall.
revetments and sand bern on the response of since previous tests had indicated chat the most
reinforced concrete walls subjected to the nearby severe blast loade and fragment damage occurred near
detonation of a cased munition, the ground sutface. , The ber was about 4 feet-?

inches high.
TEST DESCRIPTION 2. pre-Cast Panels

The Cerman Bundeswehr Infrastructure Staff
Us full-scale series was composed of several had previously conducted half-scale tests of 4. and

tests with a nearby detonation of a general purpose 6-inch pre-cast panels with favorable results. In
bomb located at varLous positions around the test the German tests, the pro-cast panels were
structure. The bombs vore placed at the sams range completely destroyed, but they did protect the main
trom the teat structure eor each of th% test events structure walls from fragment damage and eliminated
.disouased in this paper. te tect structure vas of spell. The panel used in the full-scale seties was
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6 inches thick. combination of airblast and fragmentation effects
3. Sand Grids (Figure 3), but the wall behind the -evetments was

Sand-grids were developed at WES as a rapid largely undamaged. As in previous test events,
means of constructing roadways on beaches for there was extensive concrete creering on the

military vehicles (Reference 5). These sand-grids unprotected portion of the wall. The interior of

have since been tested as revetments for artillery the test wall sustained minor cracking in addition

emplacements with good results (Reference 6). to slight spall damage (Figure 4).

Sand-grids consist of 8-inch high hiSh-density The peak airblast measurements from this event

polyethylene strips connected by ultrasonic or heat illustrate the benefit of using revetments to shield
welds. They are manufactured and shipped in a structure from airblast: the peak pressure
collapsed 4-inch thick sections that expand to 20 measuved 3 feet, 4 inches from the ground surface
feet during construction. Each expanded grid and directly opposite the weapon was about 232 psi,
section is either 4 or 8 feet wide by 20 feet long while the peak pressure 6 feet, 7 irches above the

and contains a honeycomb arrangement of cells. ground surface (just above the top of the
4. Bitburg Revetments revetments) was about 2270 psi. The peak

The Bitburg portable revetments are modular acceleration of the wall, measured 5 feet from the
reinforced concrete sections intended to protect floor surface and onposite the weapon, was about 900
items less than 6 feet tall (sea Figure 1). Each g's, and the peak aeasured deflection was about 1.4
section was about 6 feet-7 inches wide and 6 feet-7 inches.

inches high. 3. Sand-Grid Revetments
The sand-grid configuration tested consisted of

RESULTS twelve layers of 4-foot wide sand-grid sections
(total height about 8 feet), placed with a small

Although each of the test events was uaique, a clearance (about 4 inches) between the revetent and
few general obervations can be made. For all the structure. Construction of the revetment is
aboveground tests against unprotected walls, damage shown in Figure 5. The sand-grid, as expected, was
to the exterior of the structure was similar. The badly damaged by the test event (Figure 6), but
cover concrete on the exterior face of the lower allowed no new fragment penetrations into the
half of the wall was eroded away by the fragments, structure below about 10 feet, and significautly
axposing the reinforcing steel. Spelling on the attenuated the peak pressures measured on the
interior face of the unprotected walls was limit-d exterior of the structure wall. The peak airblast
to the depth of the reinforcement, and was greatest measurements on the structure and behind the
In the lower one-third of the wall span, No spell revetment ranged from about 109 psi to 97 psi. The
was associated with the pre-cast panels or sand peak airblast measurement on the wall was about 2500
berm, Amd tharo was very little sry. & . e with vsi, occurring just below the roof, directly
the Bitburg revetmants or sand-grid revetments, opposite the weapon. The peak acceleration of the
Direct comparisons of peak pressure masurements vall, measured 5 feet from the floor surface and
made on the exterior face of ears wall are given in opposite the weapon, was about 170 g's. and the peek
Table 1, and wall response f each event is given meaured deflection was ebout 0.7 inches. The
in Table 2. A detailed dtacription of all test interior of the test wall sustained minor cracking
results follows, in addition to slight spell damage.

1. Prb-Casc Panels 4, Sand Berm
The lover half of each of the panels was This test event was designed to evaluate the

completely destroyed during the test event, while performance of a sand berm in attenuating the damage
the upper halves were lo(t intact, but fell to the to the exterior of the structure. Constructed fros
ground. The panels prevented all but a few a silty sand taken from the test site, the berm was
fragments fro penetrating the wall of the structure about 4 feet.7 inches high with a 2:3 slope. The
(See Figure 2). Ilie average peak pressure behind berm is shown pretest in Figure 7.
the pael was about 350 psi, compared to peak A postest photograph of the berm is shown in
pressures of 2N0-5000 psi at similar ranges on an Figure 8. The peak interface pressures measured at
unprotected wall. The peak acceleration of the the interface of the berm and structure ranged frou
wall, etured 5 feet fro the floor surface and 74 psi to 512 psi directly opposite the weapon. The
oppowlee the weapon, was about 8900 g's, and the peak airblast measurements on the well and above the
peak measured deflection was about 1.6 inches. The berm ranged Ea 326 psi near the roof of the
Interor of the test wall sustained minor cracking, structure to 3380 psi directly above the top of the
but had no spell damage. berm, The bet' proved to be one of the more

2, bitburg Ravetnts effective measures evaluated in mitigating
The Sitbug revetsnts were originally designed structural damage. Cratering of the exterior face

to protect fuel storage tanks and other item less of the structure was limited to that portion of the
than 6 feet tall from fragmentation and airbilast wall above the berm. This area could easily be
effet . The Bitburg design was selected for minimized by Increasing the height of the berM. AS
testing because of its ready availability on US Air shown in Figure 8, an added advantage to the ute of
Force bases and because of its portability. The soil beras ts their inherent Nultiple strike
revetments were placed directly against the vall of capability: most of the material of the berm was
the structure, with about 8 inhes clearance between left in place. The peak measured acceleration of
the wall and the vertical section of the revetments, the wall about 5 feet from the floor surface was
The revetmnts directly in front of the threat about 1750 I's. There was no spall and only minor
weapon were almost. coupletely destroyed by a flexural cracking associated with this teat event.
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5. Baseline 25.5 inch Wall ACKNOVLED'fKENTS
This test event was designed to test a baseline

unprotected 25.5 inch wall. For this test event, Th , rezearch was sponsored by the U.S. Air
the weapon was kept at the same standoff distance Force Lnpiteej~ing and Services Center, Tyndall AFB,
from the structure as in previous events. FL, .4nder the direction of LTC Bob Hajka.

As expected, this test resulted in much more Peraission to publish this paper was granted by the
daeage to the exterior of the structure than any of Office, Chief oF Engineers.
the previously mentioned tests (Figure 9). Unlike
any of the previous test events, this event resulted REFERENCES
in a large quantity of high-speed spall fragments
(Figure 10). The interior of the structure was 1. Pahl, H., and Kropatscheck, M.,E losive Testa
littered with spell fragments located anywhere from on Reinforced Concrete Elements Performed By Test
immediately inside the test wall to the other side Site 91 of the Federal Armed Forces at Meonen.
of the structure, about 60 feet distant. The peak Infrastrukturstab Der Bundeswehr, UITB-80-17, Summer
pressures measured outside the structure and 1980.
immediately opposite the weapon ranged from 400 psi 2. Loos, G., and Pahl, H., Ouick Look Recort -
to over 2800 psi. The peak acceleration of the Explosive Tests on Underreinforced Model Structures
wall, measured 5 feet from the floor surface and in Incirlik (Ren!blic of Turkev' and deoen (Federal
opposite the weapon, was about 21000 g's, and the Renublic of Germany), Infrastrukturstab Der
piak measured deflec,ion was about 2.5 inches. Bundesehr, TB-82-0l, January 1982.

?. Hyde, D.W., NATO Semihardened Facilities Full-
SUIARY Ile Tets (draft, U.S. Air Force Engineering and

Services Center, April 1989.
Loading on the exterior face of the structure 4. Colcharp, D., Vitayaudom, K, and Kiger, S.,

from the detonation of the criteria threat is due to SeAhardened Facility Desimn Griteria ImroveMentL.
a combination of airblast and fragmet impact. For US Air Force Engineering and Services Center,
walls unprotected by berms or revetments, the peak Technical Report ESL-TR-85-32, September 1985.
pressures are highest near the ground surface and 5. Webster, Steve L., Sand-Grid De onatration Roads
directly opposite the weapon, and lover on other Constructed for JLOTS T1 Tests at Fort Satry.
portions of the wall. The airblast distribution is Vixinia. Technical Report GL-86-19, U.S. Army
highly transient, concentrated near the bottom of Engineer Waterways Experiment Station, Vicksburg,
the wall at early time after detonation and decaying Mississippi, Hovember 1986.
at a fast rate to a lover magnitude later in time, 6. White, Robert J., Eield Artillery fmanacements
The greatest density of fragment impacts occurs on Dev eloomen and Weapons Effects Evaluation.
the lower portion of the vail. These impacts Technical Report SL.83-1., U.S. Amy Engineer
destroy the cover of concrete in this area, exposing Waterways Experiment Station, Vicksburg,
the exterior reinforcing steel and weakening the Mississippi, March 1983.
wall,

For walls with bers and revetments, the peak
pressures are highest on the upper portion of the
wall (just above the berm or revetment), and are
i n ificantly reduced on the lover portion of the
all under the cover of the ber or revetment. Both

the average blast pressure and impulse are
significantly lover for the proteced vails. The
berm and reveteents are also very effective in
stopping fragments.

All expedient methods used in the full-scale
test to reduce spallacion were effective, The use
of boem eliminates spell entirely and is the most W-74
cost effective solution. The portable bitburg
revetuents vork veil (for a single hit only), and
are portable and easily teptaced. The sand grid is
an expedient means of protection for single hits.
The polyethylene grid can be coupressed for easy
storage prior to it's use.

Since the primary daage mechanism for the bare
walls was spallation, incoeaving the steel
reinforcement from 0.25 percent is ineffective.
unless additional shear reinforcement is added and
rebar spacing is minimized. Valls protected by a 6'-7"
berm or revetment performed the best due mostly to
the fact that the barm or reveient reduces the
load, They respond in a flexural mode with very
little deflettion and only minor structural dawage.

Figure 1. sitburq revetat
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Table 1. Peak Pressure Comparisons

Peak Pressure Measurement, psi
Distance up Wall_____

Baseline* Pre-Cast bitburg Sand-Grid Sand Berm~
Panels Revetment Revetment

0 7035. 385. 714, 125. 512.
2V-3"1 482.

3."1720. 370. 232. 150.
67"2565. 359. j2270. 297. >3300.

13'-20 1214. 203. [ 497. j2500. 806.

*Composite from several test events.

Table 2. Wall Response Comparisons

Baseline Pro-Cast Bitburg Sand-Grid Sand Berm
Panels Revetment Revetment

Accieration, g's 21000 8900 900 170 1750

Deflection, inches 2.5 1.6 1.4 0.7 >2.

fiur 2 0=2 to precast panels Figure 3. Damage to h5itbtarg revatmoens
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Figure 4. interior of structure folloving BitburR Figure 6. Damage to Sand-Grid revetment
revetment teat

e-5..

.. .

Irigure 7. Fetwit view of *and bore

Pipre. 5. Consuructioo of Sand-Grid revaeauet
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Figure 8. Postest view of sand barm Tligure 10. Interior daage to baseline test wall

Figure 9. Damage to baseliua test wall
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PROTECTIVE CONSTRUCTION DESIGN VALIDATION

LT COL ROBERT J. MAJKA AND MR WALTER C. BUCHHOLTZ

HO AIR FORCE ENGINEERING AND SERVICES CENTER

Air base facilities that will resist off the interior wall surface. The
the effects of a conventional concrete between the reinforcing
weapons system are expensive. bars and the surface is spalled at
Elements include tons of concrete, velocities high enough to damage
tightly spaced heavy reinforcing equipment or critically injure
bars, and costly blast-resistant air personnel inside the structure.
valves which prevent explosive Spalling is related to the rate of
overpressures from entering the deflection. Deflection can also
shelter through heating or air displace the primary shelter
conditioninq systems. structure from its foundations.

Recent validation of the North Test methods were significant
Atlantic Treaty Organzation (NATO) because they were done in two
aicccaft shelter design, conducted phases. The first utilized scale
by the Ai Force at Tyndall APB. model structures. After confidence
Fla., proved that less costly limits wee established on concepts
shelter design could be just as being toted, a full-scale test was
mffective. used. Most earlier shelter testing

The test goal was to determine the used costly full-scale shelters
optimum combination of structural subjected to explosive events. This
features needed to protect personnel restricted a multiple trial approach,
and equipment while reducing Values gained from the scale-model
construction costs. effort were then used to design a

full-scale facility. Research
dollace were saved by incorporating
those results into one full-scale
nest.

The full-scale test ottered an
opportunity to evaluate sevsral

H#adquatters, U.S. Air Forces, protective blast valves and doors at
Europe (USAJE) is responsible tot the same time, These werd
the design and construction of
mLlit*cy facilities that comply with
NATO protective stcucture
requicements.

toot* by the oerman Oundoaweht 1

Infcasttuctuce staff showed that the
typical semlhatdoned faetlity wa
overcetifocced and that a note
economical design was appcoptiate.
Shelters ace designed to cesist
lacog localltod loads from
conventional weapon detonations on
extetior walls.

Two considerations not satisfied
in the OceAn concept were inteior 
vail tpall and deflection Of yaits. wi
Spall occurs when blast pcessue
loading or the Impac ef a hiqh
energy object (such as a large
fragment) cause a stceS wave to
travel through a wall and reflect r "icO k hwdmw , AMMAwatm¢60
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previously evaluated only against Berms were constructed from silty
blast pressures generated in a sand with slopes of 1:1.5 extending
laboratory and not tested against partially up the walls.
fragment and blast loadings Series I tests provided blast and
generated by conventional weapons.Allcontrutig ws acomlisedfragment patterns and established
iA-house by the HQ AFESC Operations critical heights for the protective
Support Branch, further saving devices. Steel spall membranes were
money. Support in design, installed halfway up on the interior

instrumentation and photography was low-thickness wall. Thicker walls

received from the Corps of were also tested. Because of

Engineers. Waterways Experiment reinforcement, the thicker wall had

Station (WES). Vicksburg, Miss. the same flexural capacity as one

The first scaled test series with a high-percentage of steel

addressed the deflection problem, reinforcement and low thickness.

Walls were constructed with various Full-Scale Facility Testing
percents of principal steel
reinforcement. Also evaluated to A full-scale facility (15m wide x
determine the best shear 18m long, x 7.5m high) was completed
reinforcement and resistance to in April, 1987. A partial penthouse
deflection were the performance of
stirrups (concrete shoes which hold along the east side (2.7m high by

walls in place) and dowels (large 3.7m wide by 18H long) contained

pins which anchor overatructures to various blast valves.

their foundations). One set of blast valves was

The second scaled test series connected to an operational test

evaluated various ways to prevent ventilation system.

spall.
All toets were conducted at the HQ -lX3.,a,,a

AFROC Facilities and Pavements Test C St__ _1WM1

Subsoalea Testing M AW
Half-scale. ceinforced concrete j .. ..:

bog structures ware used In both L. I..1 .'' "
scaled test sories$. rAch was ,''..*:

designed to model wall, toot and. *, .I"
floor slab sections of a typical
esemihadened facility. Scaled,
cased charges at a specified threat
distance wee used to simulate a
conventional weapon detonation.

Foutton scaled tests were
conducted in two seties (six i
Steins I and eight in Series 11).
in SetLes I. various percentages of I
the structural volume occupied by
ptLncipal steel Including
hLqh-density, medium low density I

and two levels ot low density wars
used in each face. (The cutrent
design tequiced one of the
high-density standards). The cloo M RAMwa
and toot designs were consistent
with corrent semthardened design
requirements. Test sections were
placed aqalntt an L-shaped reaction NOW 1. a& beffm
sttucture so that aoveeent was
minimized (Fiure 1). Past testing The blast valves were placed at
indicated that shear failure in the three Locations to test their
wall was possible. Single-leg sheat performance under different
stirrups vet used in four tests, conditions (see Figure 3 on next
while dowels uere used in two tests. page) along the east wall of the

The Serles t tests evaluated penthouse. In a protective structure
three methods for controlling $pill at the north end of the penthouse,
(figure 2): oatth berms, interior and behind a blast wall along the
SpaLl plates, and thicker walls, west wall of the facility. This was
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the lowest location and subjected The south, east and west walls
the valves to the most critical were 65 cm thick with high principal
environment, Including bomb steel reinforcement at both faces.
erment dt,isclud omb Because the north wall was 80 cm
fragments, dust, soil, a d concrete thick with medium principal steel at
fragments from the facility both faces, it had the same flexural
componenitt, capacity as the 65 cm wall.

The five blast doors tested
Included two from WES, and one each
from Luwa Ltd. (Switzerland), Temet
USA INC., and the United Kingdom
Public Services Agency, manufactured
by Energy Equipment Co. Four blast
valve designs were tested from Luwa
Corp., J.P. Sheltec (Sweden), Barely
Valve Co. (England), and Tenet USA
Inc.

The north half of the facility
also had a basement constructed
underneath it to be tested against
buried weapons. Motion data, using
standard office furniture and
instrumented mannequins, were
recorded principally in the basement
and on the ficst floor.
In-structure shock or acceleration
of the floor was recorded to
determine equipment response and
operability. A backup power
generator bolted directly to the
floor, with no shock isloatton
equipment, was operational during
the first two tests. Spall plates
Inside of the east wall veto welded
to a steel frame and anchored along
the ceiling and floot by angle
Iron. AnOhocs extended fcom the
plates and wete cast In place when
the concrete wlls were pouted.

several othoc pCotective systems
were tested to determine thoel
*tte*ttveness In preventing spall.
Full-height precast concrete panels
wera bolted to the south wall. with
3-ineh alr gaa between the wall and
the panel. bitburg revetmonts

"4=J1V%\\V apcroximarely 2 a high we. also
tested (see Figure 4). A sand berm
(see rFguce S on net page)
constructed along the wet wall was
tesoted fto spall protection, as was
a sand grid system along the south
wall. Ressambling a corrugated
paper packing cation bottle
protector. when pulled apart, the
grid matetial focme a honsycoob

* pattern. Sand io pourad into the
honeycomb opening# until they are
filled, aftec which new sand and
honeycomb layers are completed until
the sand qtid is approximately 2 i

-high.

*mm ti, C*? ¢hambet revetments wet* also

RAW 4 AW8 -eta" eMu
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tested against a differ~at weapons fragments.
thet, bagsethey ere loed Thick walls with sheer stirrups
threat, because they were located and a reduced percent of reinforcing
farther from the detonation. These steel worked extremely well, with
revetments can be tasked to 3 m deflest4on low. The unprotected
height and connected inside with wail experienced apail probles, but
steel straps and filled with sand. when proteeted by precast panels,

They are made from standard concrete Bitbu roevetments, sand grid o

and are reinforced with steel mesh, sand e ts, s sped r

stelfbe o olprpleefiber, sand berm, no spali was observed.
steel fiber or polypropylene Ier The sand berm provided the bestThe mesh and fibers were alsooealprtcin
combined for reinforcement In overall protection.
sevbe chambers (Fignu e The chamber revetments combining
several chambers (Figure 6). -steel mesh and fiber reinforcement

(steel oc polypcopylene) were
Equipment Test Results effective. Although sectlons were

The half-scale tests pcovided subjected to six detonations, no
valuabe Insalatin deta 'e ragments penetrated the rer

valuable installation data. 'he surfaces, demonstrating excellent
anchors, steel frame and angl4 iron protection for equipment or
installation were the keys o the facilities against fragment damage.
successful performance. The - thickest wall provided no

additional protection over the lessAll blast doers received damage thick wall. therefore additional

In different amounts from the bomb tction core arionol

fragments. Locking devices, hinger, justified. Deflection was inimal

and door frames were weak. Several Jutified. Defl wasuied.

doors were subjected to mulciple but spall still occuced.

detonations. outer steel surfaces
were damaged but no doors were
penetrated completely by the bomb -
fragments. All doot provided
adequate blast protection, althougqh
one door frame, damaged b Y
fragments, was br*eached and intoior
facility damage occuted.

All blast valves tuationed
adequately when first tested.
Location of the valves was critical
because dust. soil and concrete
fraqments affeted the)t opcatiogn.
kfte tepeated testing. several
valves failed to open. Thoe valvee
ae normally installed to banks of
several valves each. Overall
potgotmance of the valves is still
being analyzed.

The ventilation system and power
generator functioned prop'tly during

.the toets, with vo dallage to system
Components The *pall plates
functioned *XtCeselY weal with-
mlisaum wall defleCtion and n4

Structural Test Results

The tacility systos p fil d . ..
eXtremely 4Wl) against dpieled
veapoas thteats. There are one* .
additional concluioOno, Alast dcota
Iust not bo in the weapon
line-of-sight or severe fragment
damage may resu lt. ala t valves ... ... ....... ... . ....................
auat be plaeu'4 above the facility.
in a pcotect ve eattosuta, t,)
minimite or el Ilnate blaat
ptessuce. bomb (ragment damage. and
damage from Soil or concrete
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validated design caoas
*ttablishad in toducted scale tets.
The ituly dovo1oped Vall dimign
.vi4.td4 pCootctoo and Ce4uaad
Oonattrutloo aosts by COW4u1g the
perceflt ot #tool uo*4 to cetftfoc4to
Cho vai Conducting scaled touts
to check A mutitudt ot teseatch
ateas codus toot costs and saves
valuable Collwatch dollats.
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SHOCK ISOLATION FfZ CONVENTIONAL WEAPONS

S. A. Kiger, J. H. Weathersby, D. W. Hyde

U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station

Vicksburg, Mississippi

Shock-isolation methods were evaluated by repeating
ABSTRACT tests under several different isolation conditions,

including a baseline test ,ith the equipment hard-
A series of full-scale tests using general mounted.

purpose bombs was conducted on a hardened reinforced In the 1987 test series all equipment was bolted
concrete aboveground structure with a partial directly to the floor in a hard-mounted
basement, Weapons were placed in both above- and configuration, or simply unattached, as with some
below-ground configurations, and the responne of desks and bookshelves. Data from these tests
various types of equipment, computers, and indicate relatively high acceleration levels within
instrumented mannequins were monitored. the structure, but the generator and air-handling

Results from these tests indicate that any equipment remained operational before, during, and
equipment not restrained against movement, i.e. after the tests. In Figure 1 the shock spectra
,imply sitting on the floo: or isolation pads, will generated from a typical acceleration data record
undergo significart rigid body displacements. In measured near the base of the air-handling unit is
general the best isolator performance was obtained compared to a fragility curve for air-handling
from the cupmount series neoprene isolators. Results equipment from T15-855-l (Reference 2). The measured
also indicate that the only real danger of injury acceleration levels clearly exceed the allowable
(from shock) to personnel is from falling eq;.ipment, limits indicated by the fragility curve. Since the
e.g. bookshelves, cabinets, or light fixtures. air-handling unit continued to operate, the fragility

curve (at least in this case) is conservative. Peak
in-structure spectra accelerations 'om 1000 g's for
buried shots to 10,000 g's for aboveground shots were

BACKGROUND calculated from the acceleration data; however,

relative displacements assoriated with these
Shock isplati--n for equipment in blast-resistant accelerations were very small (0.01 inch to 0.001

structures can be a costly and uncertaii, procedure inch). Figure 2 shows a postest view of prv-
for conventional weapon threats, especially for positioned mannequins in sitting and standing
aboveground structures with combined airblast and positions. Data frum these tests indicate the only
fragmonit loading. The in- structure shock environment injury to personnel would have been from falling
is known only approximately at best. Methods for objects, such as the bookshelf in Figure 2. Data
calculat.. in-structuru shock for aboveground from the test sories conducted in 1988 are summarized
structures g&nerally assume plane wave loading on the below.
struct re, instead of the highly localized cransient
loads ga'uwated by conventional woapons, and they TEST DESCRIPTIG$
typica7ly Ignore fragment loads. Also, there are
almost no data on modern communicatiun and computer A series of three experiments using buried
ecuipmen- fragility. This usually leads to an over- general purpose bomba were conducted on the full
designed and expensive shock-isolation system whose scale semihardened test structure at Tyndall AFB, FL.
performance is uncertain. The objective of these experi~ents was to determine

A series -if NATO Semihardened Design Criteria the shock attenuating capabilities of four simple
Full-Scale tests was conducted by the Air Force shock isolation systems. Several pieces of equipment
Engineering and Services Center (AFESC) and the U.S. were placed inside the building, and acceleration
Army Waterways Experiment Staulon (WES) during the measurement3 made with the equipment both hard-
summer of 1987 (Reference 1). During August 1988, mounted and shock isolated using various shock
the WES conducted a second series of tests on the isolacion methods. The equipment varied in weight
same full-scale structure (Reference 3). The 1988 from 50 lbs. to 2000 lbs. Thi equipment layout for
t sts were sponsored by the Defense Nuclear Agency the three experiments is shown in Figure 3.
(DNA) in cooperation with AFESC to further evaluate The general purpose bombs were placed in the
in-structure shock and shvck isolation methods, same curied locarion for each test, Each it.. of
Equipmetit tested in this s.ond series included a equipment was hard-mounted, i.e, bolted directly to
comp.ter, several pieces of electronic equipment, a the floor, in at ilo.t one test, and isolated from
large air-handling unit, and a 1,000-kw generator. the floor in various configurations for the remaining
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tests as shown in Table 1. Horizontal and vertical REFERENCES

acceleration was measured on each item of equipment
and on the floor near the item in every test. Tlne Hyde, D.W., NATO Semihardened Facilities FuIlL

isolation systems consisted of Cupmo.nt Series Scale Tests (draft), U.S. Air Force Engineering and

Isolators, 500 Series Isolators, and neoprene pads, Services Center, April 1989.

as shown in Figure 4. The neoprene pads were in some
instances simply placed beneath the equipment while 2. Department of the Army Technical Manual, TM

in other instances the pads were secured to the 5-855-1, Fundamentals of Protective Design for

equipment and floor slab as shown in Figure 5. Conventional Weapons. November 1986.

RESULTS 3. Weathersby, J. H., Data Package for the Defense
Nuclear Agency (DNA) Response of Eouipment to In-

Peak values of acceleration for each item of Structure Shock Test. Defense Nuclear Agency,

equipment for the various mounting configurations are November 1988.
tabulated in Table 2. Comparing hard-mounted and
isolated acceleration values from Table 2 indicates
that the Cupmount Series mounts reduced the peak 1000
accelration in the X (horizontal) direction by about \ / /

50 percent, and reduced the peak acceleration in the /
Y (vertical) direction by about 30 percent. The 500
Series mounts increased the average piak acceleration / 00

in the X direction by about 20 percent while
decreasing the peak acceleration in the Y direction t o
by about 15 percent. The neoprene pads, when not /
attached to the floor slab, decreased the
acceleration in the X direction by about 15 percent, ,
but increased the acceleration in the Y direction by \
about 5 percent. Also, larger displacements were
seen with the unattached pads than with any other Z 0 X5

isolators. For example, Figure 6 shows an / "{
approximate 11 inch rigid body displacement of the 77' "
1000-kw generator when it was placed on two layers
(about 1/4 inch thick) of neoprene pads. The "
neoprene pads, when attached to the equipment and . . _..._._....._.._ .
floor as shown in Figure 5, performed very well. 1.0 10 too 1000 10000

They reduced the peak acceleration in the X direction F0, ,,C,..
by about 43 percent and reduced the peak acceleration
in the Y dirction by about 34 percent. These
numbers were very similar to those obtained using the Figure 1. Shock spectra for aboveground denation
cupmount series mounts, All of the data from the
1988 tests are given in Reference 3.

SUMMARY

Relatively high peak in-structure acceleration 4
levels (in excess of 1,000 g's) occurred in these
tests. however, relative displacements were very
small and no equipment damage or personnel injuries
were observed, except due to falling objects. More
data are needed on equipment fragility in this very
high-froquency, high-shock environment. Rigid body
motions of unattached equipment and furniture can be ,

a problem. Positive connections to the floor slab417
should always be required, md taller items should ,
be prevented from overturning. Th,) commonly used
Cupmount Series isolator performed very well, and can "
be expected to reduce peak acceleration values by N
about 50% compared to a hard-mounted configuration.
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Figure 2. Postest view of mannequins
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- EXrRONICS 4081
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Figure 5. Attachment of neoprene pads to floor slab

Figure 3. Equipment layout

Figure 4. Isolation systems

Figure 6. Postest view of 1,000 kW generator
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Table 1 , Sho~ck isolation ccnfigurations

um ~~~Test 1 Ts et

1,000 kWq generator Hard-nm.sfted OCxpirozt series eoprene pads
two layers

Air-harxdling unit Hard-eramted 500 series QOunrat series

TI Silent 700 Neoprene pads 500 series Q0piotmt series

TI Silent 700 Hard-mounted Hard-mounted Hard-uouted
No 2

Oscilloscope rack 500 series C~pm~t series Neoprene pads

Oscilloscope rack Hardmmted Hard-mounted Hard-motmted
No 2

Tektronix 4081 Neoprene pads Hard-amted Q~pount series

Tektronix 4081 Neoprene pads Oupmunzt series Hard-mounted
No. 2

Tektrzix 4081 Neoprene pads O0ipzrtmt series Hard-avxmted
No~. 3

Tektrcnix 4081 Neoprene pads Q0xm~t series Hazd-eowited
No. 4

Table 2. SwuM7 of peak acceleration data (in g's)

1000 kWq Gerator Xw32.3 X=16.1 X=4.19
Y=.40.4 Y=.30.2 YOM-4.

Air-handling unit X=9.81 Xm2.01 Xu2.35--
'1*13.2 '1.3.16 '1.2.82

TI Silent 700 Xu26.7* Xw17.0 Xw21.1 Xw22.2
'1.36.8* Y=.24.3 '1.24.3 Yu79.6

Qscil Io~ rack Wu5,49* Xu8.32 Xw17.2 X=2.44**
'1.31.8* Y-.21.1 Y=.65.6 Yu1 4.9**

Tektrcnix 4081 XW9.53 X*2.98 X-1 x2.8
NO. 1 '1025.9 YOM4. -Y=130.6

T~ktxunix 4081 X=7.60 X=4.98 -- Xw43.0
No. 2 '1.24.1 '1.15.8 Y=46.9

Tektronix 4081 X=9.87 WAS.0 Xw7.86
No. 3 '1.24.5 Y=.17.7 Y='132.6

Tektxcnix 4081 X=5.52 Xu7.48 -- Xu7.77
No. 4 '1.22.6 '1.21 .8 Y=.7.49

D enotes average of several readings.
*Neopren pads were attaced to both the floor and the eqtiipaent rack as Wx~m in

Figure 3.
-- This tYPe Of imoit riot used for the item.
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DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF DEEP FOUNDATIONS

R. Scott Steedman,
Engineering Department, Cambridge University, Cambridge CB2 1PZ, UK

Conrad W. Felice
Capt., USAF, 485th Civ. Eng. Sq. (USAFE), APO, NY09138-5000, USA

and
Edward S. Gaffney

Ktech Corporation, 901 Pennsylvania Ave., NE, Albuquerque, NM 87110, USA

A series of model experiments have been conducted gain an understanding of pile foundation response
to investigate the dynamic response of pile under blast loading. The design parameters were
foundations in a blast and shock environment. The selected to be representative of a typical hollow
model experiments were conducted at the Cambridge reinforced concrete pile in a sand foundation but
Giotechnical Centrifuge facility, Cambridge UK. not a precise model of a specific prototype. This
Two experiments were carried out on a pair of approach was selected because the authors believed
single piles and one on a group of six piles at that there was more to be learned at this stage
60g, and a fourth experiment on a pair of single from a study of a generic problem which identified
piles was conducted at lg for comparison. The phenomena, rather than from models which attempted
model piles were hollow aluminium alloy tubes, to reproduce details of a site specific problem.
instrumented with strain gauges in the horizontal Hence the results are more readily extended to
and vertical planes to measure bending and axial other systems.
strain. The test bed was a fine grained sand,
saturated with water. The blast load on the The paper describes the design and instrumentation
foundation was provided by a 2 gm charge of of the model piles, and aspects of model
pentaerythritol tetranitrate (PETN) placed below construction. Results are presented in terms of
the surface at a depth of one-half of the pile deformations and bending moments as a function of
length and detonated at a distance of length for two isolated single piles fixed at
approximately one crater radius. The paper ground level. The cratering and ground motion
describes the experimental techniques employed and data collected are presented in a companion paper,
presents results from the model tests. The Gaffney et al. (1989). Results from the initial
results highlight the differences in pile experiments were reported by Felice et al. (1988).
response, particularly with depth, between the ig
and the 60g experiments and confirm the importance
of correctly scaling geostatic stresses. 2.0 EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMME

2.1 Model charge
1.0 INTRODUCTION

Four experiments were conducted on single piles
Evaluation of the response of foundations to blast and a line of piles forming a pile group as
loads is complicated by the fact that soil described above. The charge was selected to
properties are sensitive functions of overburden simulate the detonation of a 1000 lb conventional
pressure. In order to properly reproduce this munition. At 1/60th scale , 2 gm of explosive was
effect in a model one must either use a full scale required (scaling relations are shown in Table 1).
model or increase the rate at which the overburden This was accompished by packing 1.6 gm PETN inside
stress increases with depth. Field testing on a a plastic sphere. The remaining 0.2 gm was made
full scale prototype pile foundation is difficult, up by the detonator. The average density of the
generally expensive and in some cases not PETN powder was 0.9 gm/cm3 .  The detonator, a
feasible. Therefore, a database from which to Reynolds RP-80 exploding bridge wire was placed in
develop a rational design method cannot readily be the sphere to initiate the explosion from the
developed using field testing alone. The series centre. The charge was coated with a thin film of
of centrifuge experiments reported in this paper epoxy to protect it against moisture.
were undertaken to determine the feasibility of
using subscale models on a centrifuge to collect 2.2 Model piles
valid and reliable data on the blast response of

pile foundations. Discussion of the use of the The model piles were constructed from 6.35 mm
geotechnical centrifuge for dynamic modelling and outer diameter aluminium alloy (dural) tube with
on the necessary scaling relations for ig and for an inner diameter of 5.0 mm. Prior to
centrifuge modelling may be found in the instrumenting, the piles were turned down to an

literature, Schofield (1981), Schofield and outer diameter of 5.8 mm. Each pile extended 147
Steedman (1988). mm below its top fixity. The elastic Young's

modulus and density of dural are 69 x 103 MPa and
The objective of these experiments was to show 2.83 gm/cm 3 , respectively. The manufacturer's
that the centrifuge is an appropriate means to specification set the elastic limit as 255 MPa and
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the minimum tensile strength as 310 MPa. These For all four experiments, the charge was placed at
data give a model banding stiffness of El - 1.72 a depth of 74 mm (half the pile length)
Nm2 and a fully plastic moment capacity of Mp - immediately prior to mounting the package or the
3.625 Km. From the scaling relations, the centrifuge swinging platform. A short thin walled
equivalent prototype pile is seen to be 8.82 m in brass tube which had been placed in the sand bed
length, with a bending stiffness of 1.72 x 604 - during sand pouring to mark the location of the
22.3 MNm2 , and a plastic moment capacity of 3.625 charge was excavated to the correct depth where
x 603 - 0.783 MNm. The head of each pile was the charge was placed at the bottom of the hole.
fixed into a steel gantry at a range of either 125 The brass tube was then backfilled with the
mm (7.5 m prototype) or 158 mm (9.5 m prototype), excavated sand and then extracted by gently
as shown in Fig. 1. vibrating the tube and pulling it upwards. The

water level inside the tube was maintained at a
Selected piles and the ground beam were constant level during the process.
instrumented with full bridge strain gauge
circuits to record banding or axial strain. To The completed model was then mounted on the
protect the gauges and wiring from moisture, they centrifuge and accelerated to 60 g. The FS-10
were coated with a polyurethane varnish and firing control unit, which had also been mounted
covered with a heat shrink plastic tubing, on the centrifuge, was triggered remotely from the

control room.

2.3 Model construction and layout The procedure for the 1 g experiment was identical

in all respects except that it was detonated on
Fig. I shows the containment system used for the the laboratory floor instead of on the centrifuge.
latter two of the four experiments. Two circular Care was taken to ensure that the model was level
tubs were used, one sitting on a rubber mat inside and that the ground water level was exactly at the
the other, with an air gap of approximately 24 mm ground surface.
separating them around the perimeter. This was a
development from the containment used for the Table 2 summarises the model parameters for each
earlier experiments (RSS.130 and 131, which used of the model tests.
only a single tub) following concerns raised over
the level of safety that a single tub provided.

3.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Breeze block (a porous concrete patio block) was
placed at the base of the model to simulate an 3.1 Bending moments
underlying bedrock. The model was then
constructed by pouring a uniform dry sand layer to All results are plotted in terms of prototype
a depth of 150 mm (9 m at prototype scale). The dimensions. Fig. 2 shows time histories of the
sand used in the model was a Leighton Buzzard development of bending moment from a typical
100/200 sand with a nominal grain size of 0.12 mu isolated single pile in a 60g experiment. A rapid
and specific gravity of 2.65. 100/200 denote the build-up of bending moment is followed by a slower
British Standard sieve sizes through which the decay, with the duration of plastic straining
sand should pass/be retained, being about 0.6 seconds (10 maec 'real time' in

the model). The records, which are from strain
Prior to the sand-pouring the piles, which had gauge bridges at different depths on the same
been clamped at the top into a heavy steel gantry, pile, show strongly consistent data, and this
were fixed in position by locating the gantry enables detailed consideration to be given to the
onto the model chamber, In each case the gantry profile of bending moment with time along the
spanned across the tub, and was securely bolted to pile.
the stiff rim of the outer tub. For the pi: of
piles experiments, one pile was positioned to be In contrast, Fig. 3 shows the equivalent data from
just inside the crater with the second near the a Ig experiment. There is a longer period at or
crater lip, about 900 further round the crater near the peak bending strain at each depth, and a
perimeter. A small clearance existed between the less rapid build-up to the peak strain. The
piles and the breeze block beneath to avoid magnitudes of peak strain are comparable between
unpredictable axial bearing forces in the piles, the Ig and the 60g model as would be expected

since in both cases peak strains are limited by
Sand was rained from a hopper suspended above the the plastic moment capacity of the pile.
tub using a constant height of drop. Pouring was
Interrupted to allow the placing of transducers in It is clear from the plots of displacement profile
the free field (see companion paper for a shown below that all piles developed plastic
description and discussion of the free field hinges and failed, with large lateral pormanent
instrumentation). The sand was levelled and the displacements. The peak bending strains recorded
model saturated by sealing the chamber with a by the strain gauges are large and in excess of
heavy lid and drawing in.a calculated volume of the manufacturer's stated elastic range. On a few
water under vacuum. 1n the second series of occasions the local bending strains were so large
experiments, RSS.140 and' 141, CO2 was flushed (2-3%) that the gauges broke down and the signal
through the chamber prior to the introduction of from that circuit was lost. Clearly as strains in
water. the outer fibres of the dural piles exceed a yield

point the relationship between moment and measured



bending strain is no longer linear. Thus although plastic hinge.

peak moments are of great interest, the
development of moment as a function of time and 3.2 Displacements

depth may provide more significant clues to the
reponse of the pile from an analytical view-point. Fig. 7 shows the profile of displacement with

Furthermore, in the design of the model piles depth for piles (1) and (2) (range 7.5m and 9.5m)

correct scaling of the bending stiffness was in both a Ig (141) and 60g (140) experiment.

chosen at the expense of the correct yield Measurements were made using an image analyser at

characteristics. AFWL.

Fig. 4 compares the development of bending moment The initial slopes of the piles are very

with time from an isolated single pile in a 60g consistent, but the increased restraint caused by

experiment to the development of moment in a lg the higher overburden stresses at the base of the

experiment. 60g model limits the outward movement of these
piles. Clearly these displacements are much more

Time intervals have been chosen to be shortly closely linked to the distribution of soil strain

after the first significant build-up of strain and in the sand beds, which is discussed in more

then at equal time intervals of 46.9 msec until detail by Gaffrey et al. (1989).

the peak strain was reached, or shortly
thereafter. A 'best fit' fourth order polynomial The depth of the central plastic hinge is less in

has been drawn through the peak data of both lg the 60g than in the ig experiments, which is in

and 60g experiments, agreement with the observations of bending strain
in Fig. 4.

One clear feature of the data is the marked
similarity between the strain distributions at the A critical element in the prediction of the range

early (tl) stage, in contrast to the later of damage to piles in the field is the nature and

build-up towards a peak. At the t2 or t3 stage magnitude of the pore pressure wave. The fast

the peak moment is learly at a shallower depth in decay of the pore pressure wave in the 1j model is
the 60g experiment than in the ig experiment likely to be due to the strong dilation front
(which consistently shows a peak near shot depth). which followed immediately behind. Although at
The 60q model, however, has a distribution biased high g a dilation front will recover tne full
upwards, towards the ground surface. field (or prototype) strength in the soil, at Ig

the strength of the sand is small and large

This is likely to be due to the increased strains can take place.
stiffness of the sand bed in the 60g experiment in
comparison to the Ig model (a factor of 8 under The high q model can correctly scale the pattern
static load conditions). However, this factor may of ground strain and the character of a pore

have been considerably reduced around the time of pressure wave, whereas the response of a pile in a

the maximum moments (t2 or t3 in rig. 4) because lg experiment, close in to the charge, will be
of the large negative pore pressures in the Ig determined by the strength of the pile and the
experiment which followed the peak pore pressure proximity of the charge.
'wave'. Zn the 60g experime1ts, the pore pressure
wave lasted longer and decayed considerably more
slowly. 4.0 Conclusions

The early time data of bending strains is enlarged 4.1 The time histories of bending strain in model
in Fig. 5 together with a polynomial which follows tests have provided valuable data towards the

the general trend of the data, At this time in development of analytical techniques. In
both the ig and the 60g experiments, the pore particular, it is clear that a data-base of
pressure Around the pile was approaching a peak, soil-structure interaction under blast loading can
with a corresponding reduction in stiffness. be developed using centrifuge modelling.

The polynomial in Fig. 5 was used to deduce the 4.2 In particular, the build-up towards a peak

general trend of the pressure distribution, by strain is initiated as the wave of pore pressure

differentiation. A check was made, by integrating arrives at the pile, softening the soil around the

the polynomial, that the slope at the pile top and pile. High loading is observed near the pile top

the displacement at the pile bottom were minimised with a minimum of load around the central section.

or zero. it is clear that the trend of the The peak strain is reached as the pore pressure

pressure distribution at this time is as shown in wave decays, both radially and with depth. Larger

Fig. 6, in which a high load at the p'le top bending strains are then invoked as the deeper

decays to near zero around the central portion of soil consolidates more rapidly and provides

the pile together with some restraint near the restraint against lateral movement.

pile bottom.

Preliminary conclusions are that the Lentral 5.0 Acknowledgements
portion of the pile moves with the liquefied soil,

without load or resistance. Near the top of the The work described in this paper was supported by
pile, the soil is being driven past the stationary the US Air Force Weapons Laboratory, (AFWL/NTESG),
pile head, imposing very substantial loading and Kirtland AFB, NHM 87117-6008.
this is the most likely location of the first
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Table 1 Gantry

Quantity Ratio of model to prototype Cha8gept

Length X/n .. *.2 .t.....*j$,.*.*.
Velocity 1 40 1 7f
Acceleration n 1.2,~
Force I/n

2
*,*..,.

Stress I10, I
Znecgy X 0
frequency n 40 ......... ------- ---
Tim 1/n for inertial events

1/n2 tot diffusion 12.7 ELEVATION THROUGH TUB, X-Z PLANE

2 mm rubber mat

Table 2

sand sand void relative s* 0
Zxp't piles mass volume ratio density 7

kg litres

RSS. 130 2 124.S 84.6 0.8 60% 60
RSS.131 6(line) 126,5 86.4 0.82 55% 60
RSS.140 2 109.5 71.47 0.74 75% 60

Fig.1 Plan and cross-
sections through
the 60g centrifuge
model test RSS.140

.. Saturated
Sand bed

Breeze block
Rubber mat
Rubwmat
860mm tub PLAN VIEW OF MODEL RISS. 140, LOOKING ALONG Z AXIS
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Fig.2 Bending moment recorded on Pile 1, time data
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Fig.4 Comparison of lg and 60g single pile Fig.7 A comparison of pile deflections from
data :piles inside crater 60g and lg experiments
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